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Young Wild West's. Wampum Belt
-OR-

UNDER THE BAN OF THE UTES
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
ARRANGING FOR A HUNTING TRIP.

"So you want to make a hunting trip along the banks of
the Yellowstone, do you?"
1
'That is just what I am very anxious to do, Young Wild
West. I am wealthy, and I donlt mind how much the cost
will be. I was advised to come to you and I have done so,
hoping that you would arrange it so you could spare the
time to make the trip. You have only to name the price
it will take to get you and your two partners to go and I
will come down with the rocks."
"See here, Mr. Brockton, if I go with you on this trip
it will not cost you a dollar more than it will take to purchase your outfit. I have been thinking of taking a trip up
that way, to tell the truth, and if I can arranage things so I
can get away for two or three weeks I will go with you."
"I am glad to hear you say that, Young Wild West. I was
beginning to think I had come here to Weston fo'r nothing.
You can leave it to me as to how much the trip will cost me
over what I have to spend for an outfit. I may be a tenderfoot, but I guess ther'e is nothing mean about me."
The speakers were a boy of twenty and a young man o1
·
perhaps twenty-eight.
They were seated in the office of the Triple Claim Mining
Company in the hustling little mining town of Weston,
Dakota.
· The time was an afternoon in early autumn a few years
ago when what is nov! the states of North and South Dakota was a territory that was very wild, and in some parts
·
almost trackless.
The boy was Young Wild West, the Prince of the Saddle
and Champion Deadshot of the West, and the young man
was Fred Brockton, fresh from New York.
Young Wild West was one of the most dashing young·
heroes of the wild West. Of medium height, perfect in form .
and features, strnng as a mountain lion and quick as a wildcat, he was one who was pretty sure to win out when it
came to a contest where strength and skill were needed.
He was cool and level-headed in times of danger and never
got excited, and of all the qualities he possessed this was
one of the very best.
Attired in a neat-fitting suit of buckskin that was trimmed
with bright scarlet fringe, and with his wealth of chestnut
hair hl;l,nging loosely over his shoulders, the young deadshot made a pleasing picture as he stood smiling at the
'
tenderfoot.
Fred Brockton was of medium height, a trifle inclined to
be stout, good looking and a man of very determined character.
When he said be was wealthy he spoke the truth. He .had

come West in search of adventure, after giving up the practice of a physician, a profession he had hecome proficient
in, having graduated witJ:i high honors.
By inquiring when he reached Deadwood he had learned
considerable about Young Wild West and his two partners,
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart.
He decided to try and induce them to take him on a hunting trip in Montana, and hence we find him in conversation
with the dashing young Prince of the Saddle on this particular afternoon in autumn.
"I generally speak what I think, Mr. Brockton," said Young
Wild West, looking him over with a critical eye, "so I don't
mind telling you that I like you. It doesn't take me a week
to find out whether I like a man or not, you know."
"Thank you. I not only like you, but I admire you greatly.
I heard enough about you before I saw you to cause admiration. You have made up your mind to take me on the trii,,
then?"
"Well, not exactly; but/ nearly so. I guess it will be all
right. Here comes one of my partners now. We will see
what he thinks about the proposition."
The next minute the door opened and a boy of about the
age of Young Wild West entered.
He ·was well formed, rather good looking and had his hair
cut rather close.
His attire ·was similar to that' worn by the young deadshot, and there was not the least question but that he was
every inch a born Vl'esterner.
"Let me introduce you to Jim Dart, Mr. Brockton," said
Young Wild West. "He is a friend of mine that's tried and
(
true."
The two shook hands.
"It is a great pleasure to meet you, Mr. Dart," said Brockton.
"Well, I am rather glad to meet you, Mr. Brockton, for
you strike me as being an all-right sort of a fellow ."
Jim Dart smiled and nodded when he said this, and then
he turned and looked at Wild questioningly.
"Mr. Brockton wants us to take him on a hunting trip up
on the banks of the Yellowstone, Jim. What do you think
about it?"
"That is for you to say, Wild. You arc the boss, you
.
know."
"I always like ·to hear the opinion of my partners, though."
"Well, you can bet that I will be only too glad to go if you
make up your mind to take in such a trip. I am rather
tired of fooling around the mine, anyhow, and as everything
is running smooth, I suppose we could spare the time to go."
The face of Fred Brockton lighted up at this remark. ,
<'Well, we will hear what Charlie has to say. It is time he
was ;;howing up from the Triple Claim."
"He is conring now, I guess. I hear a horse approaching,"
said Jim.
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Brockton stepped to a window and was just in time "to see
"And there will be more or less excitement on the way, I
a horseman ride up and dismount.
suppose?"
It was a tall, handsome man with flowing black hair and
"Quite likely. There is no telling just what may turn up.
mustache he saw, and as he was rigged out in a buckskin I hear the Utes are getting restless, and as we will hav~ to
hunting-suit like those worn by Young Wild West and Jim pass through their territory, we may have some exciteDart, he readily concluded that it was Cheyenne Charlie.
ment with them, and possibly a scrimmage."
"Indians, eh ? " and the tenderfoot looked interested.
And that is just who it proved to be.
Wild introduced the famous government :,cout to Brock"Yes, the Utes, as a rule, are quite a peaceful set, but
ton, and after they had shaken hands and-exchanged greet- now and then they get stirred up, and when they do they
ings, he said:
make it warm for those they don't like."
.
1'Well, I believe I should
"Well, Charlie, what do you think of a hunting trip up the
like to be able to go home and
Yellowstone?"
say that I had a fight with Indians."
"Jest ther thing!" was the repl:,. "We need a little exCheyenne Charlie grinned.
"That would be a great deal better than not lovin' to go
citement, I reckon."
Brockton now looked as happy as a child with a new toy.
home," he remarked.
He felt that it was pretty ce1·tain that the trip would
"I shan't be afraid of being killed, so long as I am in the
company of you three fellows," said Brockton, quietly.
take place.
Young Wild West looked at him and nodded.
"Now, Mr. West, just name the day you will be ready to
"I have fully made up my mind now," he said.
start."
"That yo1- will go!" exclaimed the tenderfoot.
"Well, to-day is Saturday. What do you say if we strike
out for the Yellowstone River early Monday morning?"
"Yes."
"Good! No\·. I want to ask a favor of you all. I want
Wild directed an inql_liring look at his two partners as he
you to call me Doc; that's tbe nickname I always go by at said this.
home. You see, I am a doctor, anyway, and I have a medi"Sartin!" answered the scout.
cine c-ase and instruments with me. So if anything goes
"We can easily get ready in that time," added Jim.
wrong on the trip I will be on hand."
The doctor's eyes sparkled.
"You might have a job to dig bullets out of some of us,
"I am glad we can start off so soon," he observed. "The
or patch up ther tears of a grizzly now an' then," observed sooner we go the better it will suit me."
Cheyenne Charlie, smiling grimly.
"All right. Have you a horse?" asked _our ~ero.
.
"Bullets, did you say?" and Brockton looked surprised.
"No. I have not a thing but my clothmg, nfle, ammuru"Yes; it's more than likely we'll have some of 'em flyin' tion and medicine valise."
around our heads, even if we don't git hit by 'em. If we
"Well, we will be able to fix you up, then. We always
don't it will be about ther first time we didri't have it to keep what is needed .for a trip of this kind. I will see to it
happen when we went out, either for fun or business."
that you are fitted out with a hoi:se and a regular outfit.
We w·m take two packhorses with us and our two Chinese
"Is that so ? "
"Charlie is about right," spoke up Young Wild West. "It servants, Wing Wah and Hop Wah. We will be well
seems tha:t we are continually getting in contact with bad equipped so the trip is bound to be a pleasant one, as far
Indians or outlaws when we go away from home. We as comfo~·table sleeping and good cooking is concerned."
quite often strike villains right he1:e in Weston, too. But
Fred Brockton was delighted.
we have a way of taking care of all such fellows. We all
He had accomplished the purpose he had in view when he
know how to shoot, you know."
came to the West, and now he !coked forward to a pleasant,
"Yes, I have heard that. You are the champion of the not to say exciting time.
West at shooting, I was told." '
And he was going to have it!
"Well, I don't know about that. When I fire a shot I
He would certainly have lots to tell when he got back to
always have the object I want to hit covered before I pull New York.
the trigger. I am bound to score a bull's-eye then."
•
"That is something ,that I want to be-a good shot. I
hope you will give me a few lessons in shooting on the trip."
"Oh, we will teach you how to shoot, never f13ar!" ex~aimed Jim Dart.
CHAPTER II.
"I can do very well at a mark, but I have never had much
practice at big game, though," the tenderfoot admitted. "I
so~m· REMARKABLE SHOOTING BY THE CJIINAMAN.
can handle a shotgun quite well."
"A shotgun ain't much good, not in ther part of the1· counEarly Monday morning a pal'ty of six left the mining town
try where you're goin' to hunt,''1 said Cheyenne Charlie. "A of Weston and set out over the trail that led through the
Winchester is what'll be needed, I reckon."
Black Hills to the north.
"Well, I happen to own one of the lat~st models:" answered · They were Young Wild Vilest and his two partners and Dr.
Brockton.
.
Fred Brockton. accornpanied by Wild:s two Chinese servants.
"Good enough! That's ther kind we use."
Young Wild West rode his sorrel stallion, Spitfire, and
"I want to go to a good wild place where there is plenty the rest were mounted upon as good horses as money could
of all sorts of game," said Brockton. "You folks know just buy.
_where that is, no doubt."
However, one pf the party was not mounted on a horse at
"An' you want to hunt along ther Yallerstone River, you all!
It was a piebald mule, and a rather comical-looking one
say?"
"Yes, I have heard so much about that famous stream at that.
Hop Wah, one of the servants, owned this mule, and he
that I would like to see it."
"Wild," observed Charlie, turninP, to our hero, "I reckon rode the animal with the e;i.se and grace of a veteran.
we'd . better go up to ther Brass Houses)'
Hop Wah was a very cute Chinaman.
.
He was "as slick as grease," so Cheyenne· Charlie had
"That's just the place, Charlie," was the reply.
often declared, and wl1at he did not know about all sorts of
"Brass Houses!" exxclaimed the young physician.
.
.
"There are two peaks about sixty miles from tl,e Dakota garnblin...,. games few did.
Tn arkljtion to this he had a way of stealing things that
line over in Montana that are called the Brass Houses by
most people," explained Young Wild West. "The proper wE>re 0f no earthly tjSe to him, and theI\ lying out of it,
name for them is Brasseaus Houses. thouirh I beliPve those even if he was caught with the goods.
Wing Wah, :who was J1is brother, was a little different in
in charge of the survey have decided to call them the Calf's
Head Buttes. But it makes no diffc~enc3 what they are this respect.
He was ho1,est, clean in his ways and was willing.
called. It is a very wild country up there, and t11e i;ame is
He was a first-class cook, and had but one fault.
plentiful."
'Dhat was that he could be easily led astray when there
Brockton nodded. · .
was whisky around.
"How long will it take m; to get there?" he askerl.
As neither Yonng Wild West nor Jim Dart used liquor in
"How are you at riding horseback?"
an:v form, they did not carry it with them on their trips.
"Fine! I have done a whole iot of it in my life."
"Well, the Brass Houses are just a good five clays' ride · Cheyenne Charlie would take a little now and then, but
' h\3 had learned to govern himself so that he did not abuse it.
from here, and we mustn't waste any time, either."
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But now and then the Chinaman wo1,\ld get hold of whisky,
and then there was usually a lively tithe of it.
Brockton had insisted on taking a couple of bottles of
brandy along with them to be J!Sed for medicinal purposes,
'he said, and the bott:.;s were loaded upon one of the two
packhorses a:long with the rest of the stores.
Neither of the Chinamen knew the brandy was there, but
they were destined to find it, as the sequel will prove.
Dr. Brockton was not a little interested in the two Celestials. They appeared so innocent and child-like that he
almost pitied them.
"Do they know how to handle the revolvers they have in
their belts?!' he asked Wild, as they left the town behind
them and followed the rough mountain frail.
"Yes, they both know how to. shoot," was the r eply.
"That is, they know how to pull a trigger and make a
shooter go off. But they are not deadshot~, not by any
means."
"I see," nQdded the doctor. "They might be able to hit
a bear in the heart if they aimed at his ear, or something
like that."
"Yes, that's about the way it is. Although, when put to
the test, Hop has lots of sand in him. I've seen him scare
a bad man in great shape just by his wonderful nerve."
"Is that so?"
The doctor fell back to the rear and started up a conver"
sation with Hop.
"Can you shoot pretty straight?" he asked, nodding at
the revolver t:1e Chinaman seemed so. anxious to show.
"Yes, me shootee allee samee Young Wild West'," was the
quick retort.
A smile that was child-like and bland crept over the yellow face.
"Yo11 can, eh? Well. I am from the East and I don't
know a great deal about shooting. Suppose you give me a
lesson when we halt for dinner?"
"Me givee lesson," answered Hop, smiling harder than
ever. "Me show how um smart mans shootee in China."
"A.11 right."
They had covered a trifle over thirty miles by noon and
were in a broad · ravine, where thP.re was plenty of water
anrl fodder for their steeds, when Young Wild West called a
'
h~~
'T'he two Chinamen· bustled about and got a fire started to
boil the coffee and broil the venison they had brought with
them as a starter.
Wild told the tenderfoot that they would have to shoot all
the fresh mE!at they ate after that was gone, but as yet they
had not dropped anything in the line of game except a bi·ace
of sage hens, which Charlie knocked over with a single shot.
"This is the first time I was ever in camp in the West,"
remarked Brockton. "I must say that I thoroughly enjoy
it. T,here is a sense of loneliness about it that is just to
my liking, and the scenery in its natural wildness is just
grand."
They had dismounted and were looking around them, our
friends for the purpose of seeing if there was any one in
sight and the tenderfoot because he was greatly impressed.
Suddenly the sharp eyes of Young Wild West lit upon
an animal that was grazing on a grassy ledge something
over two hundred yards .distant.
It was a young buck. He could tell that, even at the distance.
"Do you see that fellow?" he asked, catching Brockton by
the sleeve and pointing to the buck.
"Yes," was the quick reply. "That fel1ow would make
,
.
good meat, wouldn't he?"
"Oh, yes. But wait till I drop him, and then you can go
J
and fetch him here."
The doctor had picked up his rifle and was in the act of
creeping on to get a shot at the animal. ·
"Why!" said he i;n surprise, "you surely are not going · to
,
shoot that deer from here!"
"Oh, yes! Just watch me now!"
Up Went the roy's rifle to his shoulder, and, taking quick
aim, he pressed the trigger.
Crack!
As the report rang out the buck sprang ·high in the air
and came crashing down into the ravine.
"By jingo!" exclaimed the doctor; "that was a wonderful
shot!"
"Nothing so wonderful about that," was the smiling rejoinder. "I guess you will find that he's ·got a bullet behind
his left shoulder, Doc. Hop, you go with the doctor and
fetch that buck in.• Cut it and allow it to bleed first."
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"Allee light!" exclaimed the Chinaman.
Wild knew the tenderfoot was amcious to go, so that is
why he told Hop to go with him.
If there was any work to be done aboiit it he was the one
to do it.
Brockton and Hop hastened to the spot.
In order to reach the slain buck they had to round a bend
and get out of sight of their friends.
They soon reached the spot, however, and found the dead
animal :where it had landed.
Hop quickly cut the animal and allowed it to bleed out.
"Puttee fine buck allee samee," he observed.
"Yes, and it was a wonderful shot that brought it clown,
•
too," added the doctor.
Then it was that the Chinaman thought of something.
"Me tellee you me learn how to shootee," he said, looking
·
at his companion.
"Yes, I believe you did tell me that this morning."
"Allee light. Now me showee some how to shpotee."
He drew his revolver, and then removing a brass 1·inir
from one of his fingers, said:
"You holdee an' me puttee bullet through hole."
"No, I guess I would rather not," was the reply.
Hop looked puzzled for a minute.
Then his face brightened and he wal;ked over to a sm:;tll
sapling.
With a piece of thread which he found in one of the capacious pockets his loose-fitting gown contained he tied the
ring so it hung down about three feet from the gr ound.
, Then he stepped off about fifteen paces and fired a shot
from his revolver.
"Puttee goodee shot!" he exclaimed, smiling blandly. "Me
shootee right tlough hole in ring."
"I see," and the doctor smiled.
He was positive that the bullet had not come within three
fe et of the ring, for he had noticed the direction the muzzle
of the revolver was pointing.
But he did not let on that he thought the Chinaman had
not made the shot just as he claimed to have done.
"Wonderful!" exclaimed the doctor, as he helped Hop get
the slain buck upon his shoulder. "I would like to be able to
,
make such a shot as that."
Hop nodded with !'Ill air of importance.
"Me showee some time some more," he said.
As soon as they reached the camp a nd the buck was
looke<l at by the rest of the party, Brockton told of the wonderfi1l shot Hop had made.
A look of disgust came over the face of Cheyenne Charlie.
"Ther Chinaman co:.1ldri't hit ther broad side of a barn,"
he said. "What proof did you have that ther bullet went
through ther ring? It could have went anywhere around it
jest as easy."
"Well, that was what I was thinking," the doctor answered, with a wink. "Suppose you q.o it again, Hop."
The Celestial nodded, casting a withering glance at Charlie as he did so.
"Me shootee allee light," he said. "Me show Misler Char,
lie."
He quickly tied the brass ring to a bush and stepped back
to shoot at it.
"Hold on!" :;;poke up the scout. "Jest wait a minute, will
you? I'll fix it so we kin tell whether ther bullet g-oes
through the ring or not."
He walked to the brook and got· a piece of moist clay.
This he filled up the ring with, and then stepping back,
exclaimed:
"Now go ahead an' shoot, you yaller galoot!"
A look of blank dismay was now o~the face of the Chinaman.
But he soon banished it and forced a smile that was meant
'
to be one of confidence.
"Me shootee," he said.
Then he took' aim and fired.
'The bullet cut the empty air about six inches above the
bush the ring was tied to.
Chevenne Charlie gavp, a nod.
"I thought so," he observed. "He couldn't knock that
chunk of clay out of that ring in a year."
"No hittel;! evley time," Hop hastened to say.
But he made no attempt to try again.
"Well, I'll show you how to do it," and Charlie jerked his
revolver from his belt and took aim at the ring.
Crack!
As the r eport sounded the ring swung back and the mu.d
had vi:nished from the center.
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"A very good shot," commented Dr. Brockton.
Hop took off his hat and nodded just as though it was he
who had made it.
·'Velly goodee shot," he returned.
He started for the bush to get his ring. '
"Hold on!" interposed Wild. "I'll sav:) you the trouble of
untying or cutting that thread."
Brockton looked at the boy in , surprise.
"What are you going to do?" he asked.
"Cut the thread the ring is tied to the bush with," was
the calm retort. "It is a very easy thing to do. Just
watch."
Young Wild West's revolver went up and then down it
came until it was leveled in a hand that was steady as a
rock.
For just the fraction of a second it remained perfectly
sti11, and then-Crack!
·
The ring dropped to the ground.
The tenderfoot ran over to the bush, which was easily
twenty-five feet from where Wild was standing, and looked
for the ring.
He found it and saw that there was just about an inch
of the th1·ead attached t it.
"Wonderful!" he cried. "Young 'Wild West, you are a
marvel when it comes to shooting!"
"Well, I guess I can beat Hop, anyhow."
The Chinaman made a graceful bow, as though to acknowledge himself beaten.
"Young Wild West shootee fine, allee samee bully boy
with um glass eye!" he said.
.Jim Dart had already begun to skin the buck, and with
a look of disgust at the Chinaman, Cheyenne Charlie started
in to help him.
During all this time Wing had been paying strict attention to his work of getting the dinner ready.
In a few minutes he announced that it was waiting for
them.
They all w:J.shed their hands in the brook and hastened
to put away the venison, coffee, biscuit and baked potatoes.
'Ihey had just about finished their meal when the clatter
of swiftly approaching hoofs came to their ears.
Young Wild West, ever on the alert for danger, seized
his rifle and sprang upon a big 1ock to get a view of who
or what might be coming.
The next instant he saw a ,beautiful girl attired in Indian
costume bending low over the neck of a steed and urging
the animal forward in desperation, while close behind her
came three redskin riders, one of whom had a rifle to his
' -oulder to fire at her!

CHAPTER III.
THE WAMPUM BELT.

The quick eye of Young Wild West told him instantly
that the I41dian meant to shoot the girl.
The copper-hued fiend was in the very act of pulling the
trigger when the boy fired,
As the report of his rifle· sounded the Indian threw up
his hands and toppled from the back of the mustang he
,vas astride of.
The other two reined in their steeds as if by magic, but
the girl did not stop until she was right into the camp of
our friends.
The Indians were now close enough to see Wild and his
companions, and the moment they realized that the girl
was with them they uttered a defiant yell and swung their
mustangs around and darted away as swiftly as they had
come.
Ou!' hero ran lightly to the horse the maiden was mounted
upon and l)ut out his hand to assist her to the ground.
She accepted the offer and dismounted, landing upon
her feet with the grace of a fawn.
"White Rose thanks the handsome boy with the long
hair," she said in a rich, musical voice and in good English.
"He has saved her life, for the three Ute braves were going
to kill her."
"I saw that they meant business," replied Wild. "That
is the reason I shot one of them. I was just in time, too,
for in another second he would have sent a bullet at you,
and at close range it is most likely he would have hit you.

Calm yourself, please. I can see that you are not a fullblooded Indian."
"No, I am not a full-blooded Ute," was the reply, as the
gfrl patted the neck of the horse that had brought her in
view of the dashing young deadshot in time to save her
life. "My mother was a white woman-a beautiful paleface lady, who was called the White Rose by my people.
She lived wjth the u"tes from her earliest childhood, and
when she was sixteen years of ag~ she became the squaw
of Big Oak, a handsome young chief of the tribe. Big Oak
was shot a year ago by the paleface soldiers because he
made war against them, and yesterday my mother died.
She was buried this morning, and then I started to find the
palefaces and live among them, as I had learned their
tongue at the school on the 1·eservation. My heart goes out
to the white people, and I feel that I must live among
them."
"You've got a lot of good, sound horse sense, gal," spoke
up Cheyenne Charlie. "I reckon you couldn't have fell into
tietter hands. Young Wild West will see to it that you're
taken care of, you kin bet your boots!"
But the girl scarcely heard him.
Her face was beaming with gratitude.
"I must make the handsome paleface boy with the long
hair a present for saving my life," she said. "I will give
him the wampum belt of my father, Big Oak, the Ute chief.
He shall have it, and he must keep it, for it is the only
thing that I have of value to give him."
From beneath the loose-fitting scarlet robe she wore the
girl drew a belt that was made of deer hide ahd covered
\vith shell-like beads.
It was a very pretty, not to say unique, affair, and appeared to be very durable.
"That's ,vampum, all right," nodded the scout.
"Ther
Injuns used it for money in ther times that's gone by.
There was some putty smart squaws among 'em what used
to make them beads. It's wampum, jest as sure as you're
alive! Wild, that's what I call a putty nice belt, an' no
mistake!"
"Yes, it is a very pretty thing," answered our hero. "But
I don't want to take it from White Rose, since it belonged
to her father. She may keep it to remember that :,;he is
the daughter of a Ute chief."
"No, no!" protested the girl, her dark eyes flashing in
a determined way. "I want the paleface boy with the long
hair to have the wampum belt. It is his. If he does not
wish to keep it he can do with it as he pleases. I will not
take it back."
"All right, then," nodded Wild. "I will keep it, since
it is your earnest desire. I will wear it, too, on this trip."
"What a pretty girl," Dr. Brockton whispered to Jim
Dart. "I never saw such a beautiful face and fine figure
before. Why, one would never think she was half Indian
if she were dressed in a civilized costume."
"That is right," answered Jim. "If she was rigged out
in a ballroom costume, such as the ladies wear in Denver,
for instance, she surely would not be taken for the daughter
of a reprobate of a Ute chief."
"What are we going to do with her, I wonder?"
"I don't know. Wild will settle that."
"Won't we be apt to get into trouble for shooting that
Indian?"
"Oh, no! We are really scouts under the government.
Whenever there is an uprising among the redskins we are
called. There is not a commander of the many fort~
throughout the West or a military officer who has not met
or heard of Young Wild West. What he does is always
taken as being strictly the proper thing. We won't get into
trouble, not if we shoot a dozen redskins. Just let them
tackle us once! You will see what we can do in that line.
The only trouble we are apt to get in will be from the
redskins, as they may take a notion to be revenged upon us
for the shooting of that fellow. Come! Let's see what he
looks like, anyhow."
'
The two walked over to the spot where the Ute brave had
gone down under the unerring aim of Young Wild West.
There he lay silent and motionless.
''It was a quick shot that laid that fellow low," said the
tenderfoot. "I thought it was all up with the girl, and
when the report sounded I was sure of it, for I thought it
was the Indian who had fired. I was watching him in mute
horror, you see."
"Yes, I just had a glimpse of the redskin myself. But
when I saw Wild draw a quick aim I knew it was all over
with the cowardly fiend."
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Jim and Dr. Brockton stepped up closer to view the body
of the Ute when a rifle shot sounded and a bullet passed
through the crown of the doctor's hat.
'.'Th<': redskin's friends are trying to avenge his death,"
said Jim. "Drop behind that boulder! · We may be able
to catch a glimpse of the two. If we do I'll guarantee that
.
one of them will go down."
The tenderfoot hardly needed to be told to get to cover.
The bullet had touched his hair as it passed through the
crown of his hat and a sort of an electric shock passed
through him.
It was the first time he had ever been shot at, and it was
quite enough to make him look for safety.
From where they were they could not see Wild and the
rest, but Jim knew that they were on the watch, and at the
first sign of the Utes the rifles of Wild and Charlie would
speak.
It was less than ten seconds after they got behind the
boulder when Jim saw the tufted head of an Indian about a
hundred yards distant.
.
The boy did not hesitate.
· Without a word to his companion he placed the butt of
his rifle to his shoulder and pressed the trigger.
Crack!
As the report rang out the doctor saw the redskin for the
first time. '
l'Ie saw him leap outward from a jutting point of rock
and drop into the ravine a dozen feet below!
"That's two of them," said Jim. "You can bet that the
other one won't wait to be shot."
Brockton shrugged his shoulders uneasily.
"I guess I have started in to having adventures rather
soon after starting out," he observed. "I wonder what will
happen before I get done with my hunting trip?"
"There is no telling," answered Dart. "But never mind!
A dead Indian is a great deal better than a live one, you
know. ' They can't be honest and straight; no matter if
they tried. Come! We will go back to the camp. The
other fellow is :i;iding away like the wind now, I'll bet on it!"
The young physician followed the boy back to where their
'
companions were waiting for them.
"What ·happened, Jim?" Young Wild West asked.
"Oh, two redskins must have been waiting to get square
on us," was the reply. "One of them let a bullet go through
the doctor's hat, so I just watched for them to show themselves, and when one of them did I let him have it. I don't
suppose you were able to see him from here."
"No. But I was just going to come down there and take
a hand in the game when I heard you fire. I knew it was
you who fired the last time, and then I felt that everything
was all right."
".That is what I call a rather narrow escape " said Brockton, as he took off his sombrero and looked at the hole
through its c1·own.
"~ather,'! retorted Cheyenne Charlie laconically. 1' About
an mch lower an' you would have lost a piece of your skull,
an' maybe some of your brains."
The scout grinned. but the physician could not see where
there was anything funny about it.
White '.Rose, the beautiful halfbreed maiden, looked on in
silence while they talked.
Finally f;he turned to Brockton and said:
"I am glad the bullet of the Ute warrior did not kill you.
You are handsome, like Young Wild West, and should live
·
.long."
"Thank you, l\1iss White J'.ose," returned the doctor bowing politely, ·while his face turned rather red. "I ~ppreciate such words from so beautiful a young lady."
The girl seemed to like flattery, for her eyes sparkled,
and the next minute the two were in an animated conversation.
Wild and Jim smiled and exchanged glances, while Charlie chuckled and shook his head.
"Jim," said our hero a minute later, "I suppose you had
better ride over to Weston with the girl. You can take
the doctor along with you so you will have company coming
back. We will wait right here until you come. There is
no need of all hands going back."
"That's right," retorted Dart. "Just as you say, Wild. I
am well satisfied to do it."
"All right, then. You had better start as soon as possible.
It will take you until four o'clock to get there. You may
as well take the horse of the slain redskin along with you.
There is no need of leaving it here in these parts, as the
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Utes will ·not come · this way again, since it is more than
probable that the three after the girl were all there were
of them. I'll ask lrer."
He did ask her, and White Rose promptly stated that the
three were all that had pursued her, as far as. she kn~w.
She had been riding since midnight, she said, and 1t. was
not until an hour before she came i'n sight of our fnends
that she was aware that she was being pursued at all.
"That's all right, then.'.' spoke up Charlie. "You may as
well take ther horse with you."
"There is another one running around loose somewhere,
unless the last of the three redskins took it with him," said
.
Jim .
"Well, never mind that one. Go ahead with the one that
·
seems to want to hang around with us,"
It did not take Jim and the doctor long to get ready for
the ride back to Weston.
The latter seemed to be much pleased over the an;angement, and he was trying to allay the fears of the pretty
maiden.
Wild knew they would be able to make the distance in
two hours less than it had taken them to get where they
were.
'l'hey had no slow packhorses to keep them back.
"Take White Rose right to the Murdock house and tell
them I sent her there to board," said Wild, as the three
were ready to ride off.
Jim nodded, as though it was a matter of course that she
would be taken there.
Then the three started over the back trail, and the girl
calling out al" they did so :
"Youn~ Wild West will wear the wampum belt! It is his
forever!"
"I guess I may as well wear it," our he1·0 observed a minute or so later. "It is quite a pretty thin,g, and it is ver:v
strongly made, too. I will put it on in place of the one I
'am now wearing."
He soon made the change, and the glittering band of
beads set off his supple waist to the utmost advantage.
Wild placed his own belt in the bag;, of his saddle, in case
it might be needed before the trip was over.
%en he gave orders to the two Chinamen to arrange
things for an all-night stay there.
The servants got a move on them and soon had things
·
in shape.
It was while they were going over the stores that had
been packed upon the two packhorses that they came across
the bottles of brandy Dr. Fred Brockton had insisted on
bringing with them.
The almond-shaned eyes of Hop sparkled with delight
when he saw the bottles.
He had spent a year or two in 'Frisco, so he knew what
,
brandy was.
He also remembered that he liked the taste of it.
a clump of bushes near the
in
bottle
the
hid
quietly
He
camp, his brother not offering a suggestion one way or the
other.
'then when the work of. getting the camp to rights was
all done he called Wing . aside, and in his own language
said :
"We will have a good time while we are waiting. There
is nothing for us to do, so we will drink the good stuff the
doctor brought with him and we will play cards. The stuff
is not good for the Americans to drink, anyhow, as ·it will
rr>.ake them drunk."
Wing hesitated a moment and then nodded his approval.
The temptation was too great for him to stand.
A few minutes later the two Chinamen had stolen away
and opened one of the bottles.

CHAPTER IV.
THE CHIN AMEN ARE ROBBED.

Wild and Charlie paid little attention to the Chirn
as they worked about the· camp.
The t wo Mongolians hacifjust about got things in o-.
when our hero thought it would be a good idea to pass away
the time by going out t'il shoot some game.
"Charlie," said he, "I guess Wing and Hop can look after
the camp for a while; we'll take a little walk around and
see what there is to be shot. We need more m eat thau we

,\
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have got, for when we get a hundred miles farther•up among
the lava beds there won't be much to find in the way of
·
game."
"That's right!" answered the scout.
Wild looked around and was just in time to see the two
'
Chinamen walk off.
"They're goin' to lay down somewhere an' take a nap, I
reckon," remarked the scout.
"Well, let them. There is no clanger of the cam_p being
disturbed, anyway. Two dead Indians can't do any harm.
We'll make the two yellow rascals bury the bodies when we
come back."
So the two started off, with their rifles in their hands.
They did not intend to go niore than a quarter of a mile
from the camp, anyhow, so if anything did happen while
they were away they would be close at hand.
Meanwhile Wing and I.lop had started in to drink from
the bottle the latter had opened with a corkscrew.
'.l'he brandy tasted good to them.
"Taste allee samee likee some more!" exclaimed Wing.
His brother nodded and smiled blandly ..
Hop had another purpose in view besides putting away
the brandy.
He knew that Wing would fall an easy victim to him in
a game of poker when he was under the influence of liquor,
and he had made up his mind to win what money he could,
by fair means or foul.
They each had another pull at the bottle, and then Hop
produced one of the packs of ca,.rds that he invariably had
.
on his person. ·
"We play pokee for little money, allee samee fun," he said.
Wing looked at him rather doubtingly, for he had suffered. on more than one occasion at the h:'.ncls of his wily
brother.
aH,,

·doH uo :iuaM. "'aa:irod A'llld oi M.oq M.ou:ir :iou 2uy,:\_,,

•
ail.aid me cheatee."
Ndw, Wing did not want to allow that his brother knew
any more about the game than he did.
He accordingly "s,punkecl up."
"Me play!" he excl;iimecl. "Me play jackee-pots for a
,
dollee."
"Allee light! Jackee-pots for um dollee velly good. No
gottee pair of ,iackees or better puttee in dollee evley time."
Wing nodded.
Then they started in.
Wing got the deal, and it so happened that neither of
them could open it, as the expression is in such cases.
They each put in a dollar.
Then Hop dealt.
He very deftly managed· it so that his brother did not
get a pair that would open the pot.
They put in another dollar apiece.
'.1.'hen Hop suggested that they have a drink before thev
went any further.
Wing was Willing, and they did so.
The game then proceeded, and at the end of ten minutes
there was about twenty dollars on the ground before them.
Then Hop managed it so he got four aces, while he gave
Wing four kings.
It was a case of bare-faced l'Obbery, but Wing did not see
.
anything wrong.
· "How many cards does my blothee wan tee ? " asked Hop,
smiling as innocently as a two-year-old child.
\'Me wantee <me card," was the pl'Ompt reply.
"Allee light. Me wantee one card, too. Me gettee flush
and win my blother's money."
Wing looked .wise when he heard this.
His brain was becoming somewhat muddled from the effects of the brandy, otherwise he would have known better.
He understood the game very well, but he was not as
·
clever at "skinning" as his brother was.
Wing really thought his hand was the winning one.
They each drew and discarded, and then the betting begau.
Wing bet a dollar and Hop hesitated ·a moment and then
r~,,'secl him one.
Wing met the raise and lifted it again.
This kept up until the origi_Jial jack-pot became doubled.
Then Wing became a little cl'!lubtful and called Hop.
;'Me gottee four laces!" exclaimed his brother. "Me havee
allee timee."
Wi11g uttered a sharp cry of rage and astonishment.
He made a grab for the money, but Hop got his hand
over it first.

"My blother is a cheatee!" exclaimed Wing.
"Oh, no!" answered the clever rascal; "my blother is
muchee mif:'taken; me play' square game, allee samee Sunday
sc)tool teachee in 'Il'lisco."
Hop would have no doubt got· the mon'ey if a startling
interrupt.Jon had not taken place.
A Ute brave suddenly stepped out of the bushes and held
the muzzle of a big six-shooter 1·ight under their noses!
"Ugh!" exclaimed the redskin; "me take money! Me beat
four aces!"
The jaws of the two startled Chinamen dropped.
The e:cult::mt look on the face of the Indian was enough
to make them feel as though they had not the least show.
The last of the three Utes had not left, as Jim Dart had
,supposed.
He had remained in hiding for a 1oho1t time after his
companion had been shot, and then he had slipped around
where he could watch our fr,enc!s without being seen by
them.
He had noted the departure of vVhite Rose with Jim and
the doctor, but had not deemed it advisable to follow them,
since they were heading for a town, and he was all alone.
'rhe redskin bore the name of Slow Horse, and he was
one of the minor chiefs of the Ute tribe.
He was determined _upon having revenge upon the palefaces for what had happened, anct when he got back to the
village of his tribe, which was only about a hundred miles
the north of the spot where our friends were camped, he
knew he could set off the spark that would start the flame
going.
The Utes were ready to break out at any time, as they
thought they had been treated wrongfully by the Indian ,
age_nts.
But before he went to his village and reported Slow Horse
meant to do something to the palefaces who had saved the
White Rose and sent her away to the town 1where the palefaces lived.
He hu~g about and watched everything that took place,
and when he finally saw Wild and Charlie pick up their
titles and start off he gave a nod and grunted with deep
satisfaction.
ThE!n he crept. softly to the camp.
Prom his point of observation )1e was able to see what the
two Chinamen were up to, and it struck the redskin that if
he could do nothing else against the palefaces just then he
could rob their servants.
So he worked his way around until he got close enough
to the unsuspecting pair of gamblers to take in all that was
going on.
Slow Horse knew the value of money all right, and as he
seldom had any, it was quite natural for one of his kind to
feel like becoming the possessor of what he saw on the
ground between the brothers.
"Me take pot!" he said gutturally, after a pause of a
couple of seconds. "Money mine."
Wing and Hop let go of the pot.
Then Slow Horse stooped over and took the money.
He was careful to keep . them covered with his revolver
as he did this, for though they were only a couple of Chinamen, he was not going to run any risk.
The redskin seemed to be satisfied with what he had
done, for he n9w turned on his heel and walked away.
"If yellow-faces get up befo1·e me get out of sight lnjun
will shoot!" he exclaimed.
The brothers looked at each other and remained silent
for the space of a few seconds, during which time the redskin disappeared from view.
Then the face bf Hop lighted up.
'·Ledskin no see blandy!" he said. "He no gettee that.
I feel allee samee bully boy with um glass eye, my blother."
The bri:mdy bottles were concealed in the bushes right
within their reach, but Hop did not make a move to tackle
any of the stuff yet. He wanted to make sure that the
Indian was out of sight first.
At the expiration of five minutes he arose to his feet.
Just then the sharp 1·epo1t of a rifle rang out close at
hand.
"Young Wild West shootee leclskin!" exclaimed Wing, a
happy smile breaking over his face.
.
Hop shook his head.
"Misler Wild and Misler Charlie go outee to shootee
game," he ans,verecl. "Leclskin no lettee see him."

to
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This· was more likely, so Wing assumed a sorrowful. look
again.
His brother wanted him to have some more of the brandy,
but he refused.
"Me no wantee!" he said. "Me be goodee Chinaman."
The words had some effect on Hop.
"Allee light," he answered. "We waitee till nightee."
They left the brandy where it was in the bushes and hastened to the camp.
_The!l Hop P'.cked up .,a rifle and began walking about
with it over 111s shoulder as though he was doing guard
duty.
Wing had swallowed sufficient of the brandy to make
him sleepy, so he went behind the tent and lay down.
In a few minutes he · was snoring away like a good fellow.
It ,Yas fully an hour from the time they left before Wild
and Charlie came back.
They had shot quite a little game, and it was all they
wanted to do to carry it in.
Our hero noticed that there was something the matter
with Hop the moment he saw him.
·
"What is the trouble, Hop?" he asked.
"Ledskin steal Chinamen's money," was the reply.
,
"What!" ,
"Yes, Misler Wf.d, that rightee; Iedskin come and take
twenty dollee."
"You yellow-skinned rascal! You have been drinking!"
cried Wild, as he got a whiff of his breath. "Tell me what
is the matter, or I will shoot the· shoes off your feet!"
Hop Wah dropped upon his knees and put on a look o:f
·
extreme innocence.
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CHAPTE'R V.
UNDER THE BAN OF THE UTES.

The balance of the day and the night passed without the
camp of Young Wild West being disturbed.
It was about nine in the morning when Jim Dart and
Dr. Fred Brockton arrived.
"We thought it would pay to give the horses a rest,"
said the doctor, "so we staid over night. We left a little
.
after four this morning."
"Yes, ·wild," spoke up Jim, "the doctor became so much
interested in White Rose that I 1·eally think he hated to
leave Weston again."
"Nonsense!" exclaimed Brockton.
But the reddening of his facel told quite plainly that
there was some t1·uth in Jim's remarks.
"Did' you have breakfast before you started?" Wild asked.
"Oh, yes!"
"All right 1 then . . We will set out at once.
· As tb,e two Chinamen had broken up camp and had the
packl1orses ready to load there was not much time lost in
.
making the start.
But during the short interval they were compelled to
wait our hero told the.two new arrivals what had happened
after they left the day before.
Both were much surprised, especially Jim, who had
thought the laRt of the three Indians had gone on.
"I am afraid my judgment docs not amount to a. great
t
d ff
deal '.1-llY more," he said. "Tha_t Ute must be a 1 eren
for;''
sort of a fellow than I took him
"Were the other two buried?" asked the doctor.
"Yes, Hop and Wing attended to that yesterdav afterWild.
with
go
not
did
But that
noon after they got dver their little spree. I told them
He was too used to him.
He started ri1i:ht in and made Hop tell him everything they had better.look out for you, as you might take a notion
. that had taken place, from the stealing of the brandy to the to iret square with them for stealing your brandy."
"Well, as soon· as I learn how to shoot through a ringvisit of the Ute.
Cheyenne Charlie went over to where Wing was lying like Hop does I think I will try to shoot . an inch or so off
·
their pig-tails."
sound asleep.
The Chinese brothers looked as solemn as a couple of
"Wake up, you yaller galoot!" he called out, giving a
jerk on the Celestial's queue that was almost sufficient to owls at thi~ remark.
But they knew the doctor was jokirig as well as he did
lift him to his feet.
.
Wirl'g got up and let out a yell of terror that could have himself.
At that very moment Hop had the balance of the brandy
been heard ha1:f> a mile.
"Whatee mattee ?"---4,e cried. "Mc good Chinaman! Me they had left in the bottle they had opened in one of his
canacious pockets.
not know."
They set out on their journey for the Yellowstone again
"You will know in about a minute, you measly coyote!"
roared the scout. "What 'did you go an' git drunk for?" and did not come to a halt until about two in the afternoon.
Then they took an hour's rest after eating dinner and con"Me no gettee dlunk," protested the scared Chinaman,
who no doubt had thought at first that 'the Ind1an had come tinued on, their way.
It was a pretty bleak part of the country they were travback.
eling through no,v, but when night came they had covered
Wua interfered at this juncture.
He got Wing in something like an easy frame of mind a g-ood hundred and fifty miles.
Game, and even vegetation, was getting more scarce all
and then asked him what had happened.
time.
. own pecu1·iar way th e Ce1es t·1al re1a t ed the c1·r- theBrockton
I n h is
noticed this.
much farther have we got to go before we strike
"How
had.
cumstance the same as his brother
plenty of big game?" he asked.
That settled it!
"Well, if nothing happens by to-morl'Ow night," replied
Wil<l and Charlie now believed that there had been a
redskin there, and such being the case there was no con- our hero. "I suppose you know that we are now in Monclusion to draw but that it must have been the survivor of tana ?"
.
"Nol Is that a :(act?"
the three who had chased the girY to their camp.
"Yes. We will soon strike a very richly wooded country,
"So -h e got away with twenty dollars, did he?" the scout
chuckled. "Well, lher· yaller heathens oughter be mighty and then you may look out for sport."
"I wonder whether we will run across any more Utes ?"
p;lad he didn!t kill 'em an' cut off ther pigtails. That's
''Well, we are now pretty close to where a tribe of them
what they git for gittin' drunk on brandy what don't b_elong
to 'em, an' then tryin' to win each other's money. Oh, they hangs out. I wouldn't be surprised to see some of the redskins any minute. But I hardly think they will interfere
are two fine galoots, they are!"
"Ledskin no gittee blandy," spoke up Hop, smiling in his with us, so long as we don't with them. The little incident
of White Rose will hardly affect us, I think.''
innocent way.
It was a very peaceful night that they put in after ending
"He didn't, eh?" said Wild. "Well, you just get what
there is left of it and bring it here. That stuff belongs to the day's journey.
All hands were pretty well tired out, more especially the
the doctor, and I am going to tell him that you took it. The
chances are that he will g-et square with you by putting a tenderfoot.
But the first thing in the morning ,they were up and
dose of medicine in your coffee that will make you so sick
stirring.
you won't he able to stand on your feet for a day."
After breakfast they set out once more.
Wing l.ooked scared at this, but Hop only smiled blandly,
When they harl covered about twenty miles they came to
and then hastened to get the two bottles of brandy that had
a section that was pretty well covered with woods.
not been opened.
They came to a halt on a11 elevation and took a good look
There was a little left in the other bottle, but he left
around them.
that where it was.
Off to the west about a mile a thin column of smoke sudThat was the end of that particular incident, and Wild
'
anrl his partner settled down to take things easy until Jim denly appeared.
Wild cast a significant glance at Charlie.
-i.nd the doctor got back.
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"Injuns!" said the scout.
"Yes," was the reply. "Something is up."
Two or three minutes later another column of ·smoke went
up from a hill off to their right.
''There is the answer," said Jim.
"Yes," retorted Wild. "It looks to me as though the
redskins are getting out in full force."
. }:Ie cast a S\Yeeping glance in the direction they had been
ridmg from and was not much surprised to see a third
column of smoke rising.
"I guess we had better make for the woods, boys," he remarked. "I don't know as we have anything to fear from
the Utes, but this smoke signaling looks rather suspicious."
"Do you think there is any danger?" spoke up Brockton.
"Well, there might be. There is nothing like being prepared for it in case it does come, you know."
"That's right."
"You never can tell when the redskins are ready to break
out and make war on the whites. This may be one of the
times. At any rate, I may as well tell you that those three
columns of smoke mean that we are pretty well surrounded
by redskins. Whether they mean to make it warm for us
or not I can't say."
Wild now headed for the woods for a noint that was
about halfway between the two· fir~ fires they had seen
evidences of.
The two Chinamen, who had been making considerable
fun for our friends all the morning, now be.came strangely
silent.
They, too, knew that something was wrong.
When they reached the woods Wild decided to keep ·right
on.
They, of course, lost sight of the smoke signals when
they got into the woods, but they kept on the alert for
clanger.
It was just about noon when they came to a lake that
covered an area of three or four square miles.
It was surrounded, for the most part, by high banks
·
which were pretty well wooded.
"My!" exclaimed Dr. Brockton, "what a pretty place!"
"Yes," answered Wild, "and I'll bet we can't find a better
spot to hunt in all Montana. There ought to be good fishing
here, too."
"Well, I have fishing tackle with me, you know."
"Oh, I know that, doc. You came well prepared."
"By Jove, I propose that we camp right here for a few
days. If the Indians don't interfere with us we ought to
have a fine time here."
"All right. This strikes me as being about as good a
place to camp as we will be apt to find anywhere. Since
you are satisfied we ,vill stop here till you feel like moving
farther north toward the Yellowstone."
The practiced eyes of Young Wild West had picked out a
suitable camping spot the moment they came upon the bank
of the lake.
It was a spot where they would be able to hold their ow·n
in case they were attacked by a hostile party.
A long, shelving rock shot out from the face of the cliff
corner on one end and lost itself in a
that rounded into
gentle sloping hill at the other.
Before this was a big rock about twenty feet in height
which shut off a direct view of the lake, but formed a sort
of b:::-eastworks.
There was plenty of room there for the horses, as well
as themselves, and a stream of water t1·ickled from the · face
of the cliff and lost its.e lf in the waters of the lake.
Grass grew in abundance in the natmial enclosure, so the
horses would not want for food if it came to it that they
.
were besieged.
"I reckon thi~ are what I call a regular fort," remaTked
Cheyenne C~arlie, when he had t;;tken a good look around.
"Ther redskins would have a hard time drivin' us away
from here, blamed if they wouldn't!"
Before any ope else could make a remark half a dozen
Indians came walking around a bend.
They did not have their warpaint on, but they looked to
be in a fighting mood.
Two of them carried rifles, and they held them as though
they expected- they might have to use them before they got
away.
"Hello, redskins!" called out Young Wild West in his
easy-going way. "What have you been making so much
,
smoke about?"
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They looked at him in silence for the space of half a
minute, and then one of them, who was no other than Slow
Horse, the chief, said:
"Pale faces must go away from here! The Utes will not
have them here."
"Is that so? Well, we are not bothering the Utes, nor
do we intend to. Let the Utes mind their own business and
·
we will do the same."
"The chiefs of the tribe have met and a ban has been
placed upon the white men. They must go back where they
came from or the Utes will kill and scalp them!"
"Great gimlets!" cried Cheyenne Charlie. "Do you hear
what ther redskins says? Jest say ther word an' I'll light
into him as though he was a second-handed horse thief! "
Wild motioned the scout to remain auiet.
He was not the least bit alarmed over1 wh.tt the Ute chief
said, and he knew that the least sign of fea;:, anyway, would
simply make matters worse.
"The Utes will suffer if they make war on tl1e palefaces,"
Wild said, looking the Indian squarely in the eyes. . ''They
have tried it before and they have suffered."
'"l'he Utes are not afraid of the palefaces!" said the chief,
drawing himself up proudly. "They do not fear the soldiers
of the Great Father at Washington."
At this juncture Hop Wah stepped up to our hero and
touched him on the arm.
"That ledskin takee money from poor Chinamen!" he exclaimed, pointing at Slow Horse. "He allee samee bad
thief!"
The Ute scowled fiercely at this and made a move as
though h!) was going to draw a knife from his belt.
"Hold on!" said Young Wild West, calmly. "I guess you
needn't bother about pulling a knife here. If you start a
fight you will be shot down just the same as if you were a
prairie dog! Now, then, redskin, I want to tell you something! If you took any money from these two fellows just
hand it pver to them, or hot lead will begin to fly!"
"Ugh!" grunted Slow Horse.
"He sneakee up and pointee pistol; then he takee money,"
repeated Hop Wah, pointing an accusing finger at the Ute.
"He no goodee! Allee samee measly coyote, like um Misler
Charlie say."
"My blother speakee truth," spQke up Wing, as he s~pped
up a little closer. "Dat um ledskin what takee money."
Wild believed that the Chinamen were telling the truth.
He thought it would be a good idea to let the Utes know
t~at they could not do e.i:cactly as they ple'.1se~, so he decided to make the cluef give up the money if he had . 1t.
"See here, redskin!" he exclaimed, leveling his revolver
at the chief's head. "Just hand over the money you took
from those two fellows! Be quick about it, too!"
"Slow Horse no take money; no see yellow-faces befo1~e,"
protested the Ute.
But Wild could tell that he was lying by his malli--ier.
"Shell out, . I say!"
The rest of the Indians acted as though they were gettinr>;
ready for a fight, so Charlie and Jim promptly drew their
revolver::;.
"Ther r..1easly coyote what touches a gun will go under!"
declared the scout in a ringing voice.
'l'hat put a different aspect on .the scene instantly.
The redskins remained motionless, but the expression of
their ugly countenances showed that they were just itching
·
to pitch in and slay all hands.
Slow Horse did not hesitate any longer.
He realized that Young- -Wild West meant business.
From beneath his clothing some,Y11ere he drew forth a
,
greasy-lookmg buckskin bag.
Then he slowly dumped the contents in his hand.
Bills and silver came to view.
"Step up and get your money, Hop and Wing!" said our
hero, calmly.
The two Celestials did so, and the chief turned over exactly the amount he had robbed them of.
But he scarcely could have done otherwise, since he had
not a cent when he took the money, and he had been to no
place where money could be ' spent.
Wing was very glad when he got his part, but his brother
was simply overjoyed.
He bowed low before the rasca;Jy Ute and thanked him
in both Chinese and pidgin-English.
"That is all, I guess," said Wild, looking at the chief;
"you can go now! But just remember one thing. If you
.:.tart a war on us you will get the worst of it in the eud .
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,
Ii you have placed a ban on us you will wish you hadn't
before we get through with you/'
The redskins turned without a word and stalked away.

CHAPTER VI.
JIM'S CAPTURE AND RELEASE.

1

"I suppose we are in for it now," said Dr. Brockton, as
the half a dozen Utes disappeared.
"Well, the chances are that we will have a scrimmage
before long," Young Wild West answerea. "I guess we had
beHer g-et ready for them."
He turned and gave orders to the two Chinamen, and then
under his lead all hands jumped in and began to roll up
boulders and rocks to fortify the place.
It did not take them long to do this, and the doctor declared that he enjoyed the exercise, since it was done for
the purpose of averting danger.
The next thing Wild ordered Wing and Hop to do was
to gather wood.
"We will need plenty of it," he said, "for if I am any
.iudge of the weather a storm will be unon us before many
hours. This ledge will make a nice shelter for us, and with
a log fire burning we will be as comfortable as though we
were in a house."
"If ther redskins let us alone, you mean," added Charlie,
smiling in his g r im way.
The doctor looked uneasy for a moment when he heard
this, but he quickly brighten ed up.
"I wonder if there are any fish in the lake ? " he asked,
chang-ing the subject.
"Why not lrnve a try ?1' Wikl sug~ested. "I will keep a
watch and see that the Utes don't interfere with you."
"All ri ght, 1 think I will. We haven't had dinner yet,
and who is willinf! to s ay that som e nice fresh fish fried in
bacon g reac;e would not go good?"
"N o one !" laughed Jim Dart. • 1 Go ahead, Do1;1; see what
·"
you can do."
The t ender foot was not long in getting a line ready.
Jim a ssist ed all he could by digging some worms in 'a soft
snot of ground, and then he accompanied him to the edge of
the lak e,
The ph ysician was quite a fisherman, and he made a cast
out into the lake that would have done credit to a profe ssional.
In less than five minutes he had a bite.
He very cleverly hooked the fish and landed it upon the
bank with ease and preci sion.
It was a species of lake trout and weighed about four
'
pounds.
"That isn't so bad , is it?" h e said, with a smile. "I think
such fishing as this is worth running a risk for."
The hook was baited and out went the line ag-ain.
Inside of another five minutes the second fish was hooked.
"My ! but that is a b eauty!" exclaimed the doctor as he
let out some line to play with the fish. "He's a big fellow,
and I must be ver y car eful, or I will lose him and part of
,
the line with him."
It took him some time to land the fi sh, but when he did he
found that it must weigh at least seven nounds.
Jim had already begun cleaning the other, and whe·n he
had unhooked the second one he nodded with satisfaction.
"We have enough for a good taste all around," he remarked.
"Get the bacon in the frying-pan!" called out the doctor.
"We will soon have enough fish tp fill the pan a dozen
times!" .
Another cast was made and then a wait of ten minutes
followed without a bite.
Jim had the two fish ready for the pan by this time, and
he stood waiting for the next one.
Pretty soon the doctor got a bite.
It was not much of a fish, but quite enough to make it
p --- · J.:-... r-· ,_, _,.. ____ , __
Just as he had landed it v~ry cleverly there was a whizzing sound and a lasso dropped over the head of Jim!
Before the doctor knew what had happened the boy was
jel'l<.ed. from his feet anct being di-awn ove1· the ground to a
•
ch,mn of bushes.
"Hey!" shouted Brockton. "Help! Help!"
Wild an~ Charlie cam e running to the spot in a hurry.

But by the time they got there Jim had disappeared.
"What's the matter?" asked our hero.
"A rope fell about Jim and he was pulled away," replied
the doctor, who was more surprised than he was frightened .
He pointed to the clump of bushes.
Wild, revolver in hand, started for them.
Just then the voice of Jim Dart was heard to call out :
"Look out ! Drop, Wild!"
,
Wild understood.
Down he went, Charlie following his example.
·
Crack-crack-crack!
Three shots rang out in quick succession.
But they had dronoed in time to avoid them.
Dr. Brockton grabbed the fish he had caught and ran to
the . camp.
He quickly i;-ot his rifle and stood ready to fip-ht.
Both the Chinamen had grabbed his rifles, too, but they
simply watched Wild and Charlie.
Suddenly Bro.c kton heard a crashing in the bushes a hundred feet from the camp.
He raised his rifle to his shoulder. '
"Don't shoot, Doc!" called out Wild. "You might hit
Jim. They are running off with him."
"Oh!" was the retort, and the rifle was lowered.
Instead of making for the camp our hero and the scout
started for the shore of the lake.
They meant to rescue Jim if it was possible to do it.
"Charlie, that was quite a queer move out of the · utes,"
Wild whispered to his companion.
"Blamed if it wasn't!" was the reply. "But it shows putty
plain that they want one of us as a prisoner, so they kin dice
tate terms."
"That's just it, you can bet on that!"
"Ther chances is that there's a big camp of ther redskins
close by."
"Quite likely. Well, we'll soon see."
They were following the shore now, and when they had
covered about fifty yards they came to a · beaten path.
This had undoubtedly been made by human feet, as they
could readily see that it was not a deer path.
Wild gave a nod of satisfaction.
He did not have his rifle with him, but he held his revolver ready for instant use.
Charlie had grabbed his rifle when he heard the doctor
call for help, and he now gripped it firmly so it might be
used as a club if he got into close quarters with the redskins.
The two followed the path with noiseless tread through a
rather dense strip of woods.
They had not gone more than a hundred yards from the
lake when they beheld an Indian village right before them.
",Test as I thought," said the scout, in a low tone of voice.
Wild nodded.
'!'hen he carefully took a general view of the village,
There were about fifty teepees and a good-sized lodge in it.
Squaws and children were at work in a neighboring field
ruttinP.· corn :a.nd probably a 'hundred braves were sitting and
lying about the teepees.
Near the lodge stood a group of about a dozen redskins
and in their midst stood Jim Dart, his hands bound behind
his back.
"They have got him before the head chief, I reckon,"
observed the scout.
"Yes." answered Wild. "Now we will--"
He did not finish the sentence, for at that moment Slow
Horse and two braves appeared before them.
The redskins laughed when they showed themselves, makin1' it anpear as though they had been waiting .f or them.
But Young Wild West, though surprised, was equal to the
emergency.
"Don't make a sound!" he exclaimed, in a low voice that
was full of meaning. "If you do it will be the last thing
you do on earth!"
He had Slow Horse covered with his revolver, and before
the words had left his lips altogether he pulled his other
,
shooter.
Charlie had brought his rifl!;! to bear upon one of the
others, too, so it was a case of keep quiet or die with the
redskins.
It did not take Wild a second to see that he had . caught
them foul, even if they had been lying in wait for the palefaces to come and look for their companion.
"Slow Horse," said he, "_your life hangs by a single
thread. If you want to die just open your mouth and utter
a cry."
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"Ugh!" grunted the chief.
"Do you know what I am going to do with you?" went
on 'l'. oung \Iv 1ld Vv est, "I am go1,1g to make you a prisoner
and take .you to our camp, or else I am going to shoot you
dead in your tracks! Which shall it be?"
"Ugh!"
"You had better answer. I will give you just three seconds to say which it shall be."
· "Me go with palefaces!"
The word:, came out soon enough now.
"All light. Your two friends will go with you. N<;>w,
step up one at a time and give up your weapons."
Slow Horse did not hesitate.
. He knew that the two palefaces had the best of it, and he
was going to try and live, so he could have another chance
at them.
The th~·ee braves gave up their weapons.
Then Wild gave the word for them to move toward. the
lake.
They started off, Wild and Charlie keeping them covered.
There was something in the way our hero had 'that impressed the Indians deeply.
He had gone at it so quickly that they had not had time
to do anything in their surprise for a second.
And the boy acted with such coolness that they could not
quite understand him.
But they .realized that he meant business, and since he
had got the upper hand of them in such a masterful way
there was nothing. for them to do but to obey his commands.
·
Young Wild West had decided upon a plan of action the
moment he got the drop on the ·chief.
When he reached the edge of the lake he made it known.
"Slow Horse," said he, '\I want you to send one of these
redskins to the village."
The faces of the two who had been captured along with
the chief lighted up as they heard this.
"I want the chief of your tribe to know that unless the
boy they have there is sent back to our camp in twenty minutes that you wm be shot and your scalp sent to the chief
by the other fellow we have here. I mean business. Our
friend must be released or you will die ! That is plain
enough, isn't ·it"!"
"You kill Slow Horse if paleface boy no comes back in
twenty minutes?" said the redskin.
"Yes."
I "The paleface boy will come back."
"All right."
~
Then Wild turned to one of the redskins.
"Do you understand what we have been talking about?"
he asked.
"Yes," was the reply.
Nearly all the redskins could speak and understand Englisl1, they had associated with the whites so Jong.
'All right. Now you go to yom· village and tell the chief
who is- in command there. You don't need any further instructions, I guess. If the paleface boy is not back in our
camp uninjured and with all his weapons inside of twenty
minutes y6u will hear a shot, and when you hear that shot
you will know that Slow Horse has gone to the happy hunting-grounds. Now light out !"
The Indian waited for no further bidding.
He at once started along' the path at a brisk walk, v1hile
Charlie took their two prisoners to the camp.
When they got thel'e with them Dr. Brockton and the
two Chinamen looked at them in surprise. •
"What have you been up to?" inquired the doct or.
"Oh, we have just been working a scheme to save Jim,
that's all," our hero hastened to reply. "We will have him
here inside of twenty minutes, or thls redskin will die!"
He nodded at Slow Horse as he spoke.
"How did you manage it?"
"Oh, quite easy," and he told b 1:iefly what had occurred .
"Bad ledskin thief git caught, so be," remarked Ilop,
smiling at Slow Horse.
-,
- He received a scowl in Teturn, but the redskin was too
stoical to make a reply or notice the tauot in any other way.
Snugly ensconced behind the rocks, our friends awaited
the coming of Jim.
Wild felt that it was pretty certain that the Utes would
give him up.
•
It was hardly likely that they cared to lose one of their
chiefs.
And he was not mistaken, either.

Scarcely five minutes elapsed when they heard footsteps
approaching from the shore of the lake.
"It's all right, boys!" . came to their ears, and the next
instant they beheld Jim hastening to them.
As soon as he got there Wild turned to the two Indians
and told them to make themselves scarce.
"Vle don't want any more trouble with · you, so you had
better let us alone," he said.
"Palefaces and yellow-faces will never go away from here
alive!" retorted Slow Horse, as he walked away with a
pompous air.
CHAPTER VII.
HOP WAH PERFORMS SOiUj MAGIC .

As Slow Horse spoke in such a thre~tening way Cheyenne Charlie picked up a lump of dirt and let it go at him.
lt struck him in the back, and as he turned arnund, soowling 1i.erce1y, -che scout exclaimed:
'
.. You measly coyote, l've a notion to let a streak of daylight throug·h your head!"
Then the redskin pulled hi:3 knife from his belt and waved
it menacingly.
·u~is was too much for Charlie.
He picked up a stone this time and sent it at hlm.
!:,low Horse saw it coming and managed to dodge it.
'1hen lie started on a run from the spot, followed by the
brave with him .
1'1.0p Jauglie<l gleefully when he saw all this.
'·Ledskin Jun likee Old Boy!" he observed to the docter.
"He no likee Charlie." .
"I am rather of the opinion that he doesn't like you
much, either," was the reply. "If he gets hold of you he
will cut off your pigtail sure!"
"He no gettee hold of me. Me shootee him allee samee
Young Wild West."
"Me shootee, too!" spoke up Wing; "me makee die putty
quickee, allee samee fishes outee water."
"By Jo~!'' exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. "That jest reminds me about ther fish you catched, Poe. Here, you yaller
gal9ot! Git them fish fried, an' be lively!"
"Allee light," answered Hop, and he flew to obey.
As he had everything ready all he had to do was to put
as many of the pieces of the fishes as he could in the fryingpan.
Two minutes later the odor of frying fish floated on the
ail', and though it is not generally a plesanat one, our
friends had their app·etites sharpened by it just then.
It was long .past noon now, and they were really hungry.
Young Wild Vv'est knew that they had not seen the last of
tht! Utes, but he felt quite ceitain that they would not
bother them right away again.
He was 1·ight, for they ate their dinner in peace, enjoying
it thoTOughly.
Soon after that it began to rain, and it was not long before it was coming clown steadily.
But it was very comfortable where they were, so they
had no fau lt to find whatever.
With the sto1·es they had brought along and the game they
had plenty to eat, and it made no difference to them if the
sto1m lasted several days.
"This is what I call a real cozy camp," remarked the
doctor, as he settled into a comfortable position and lighted
his pipe. "I rather like a storm when one is located so
good as this. There is a certain gloomy appearance that
orings out the good in a man. If it were not for the Indians I would ju5t make up my mind that I was having the
time of my life."
"Well, don't let the redskins worry you," laughed 'Wild.
"They are not at war with the whites. I don't really know
what started them to make trouble with us, unless it was
because we saved White Rose from baing· killed by Slow
Horse and his two men."
"It must have been that what caused them to put us
under a ban," Jim observed. "I can't think of anything
else,"
"And yet if their old chief knows the cfrcumstances .he
could hardly make war on us for it," Wild said, as he
thou,ghtfully lighted a cigar. "There is just a little puzzle
about the whole thing, and I think the best way to settle it
is to see the old chief. I think Growing Grass is the chief
of this particular g::i.ng of Utes."
"That's rif):t, come to think of it!" exclaimed the scout.
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"I was tryin' to think of ther old galoot's name. That's it,
Growin' Grass. Mighty . fanny names redskins have."
"I should say so," said the doctor. "There's Sitting Bull,
Spotted Tail, Yellow Hand and a host of other names that
appear quite r.idiculous."
"I knowed a Sioux once what had ther name i;,f CrossEyed-Hawk-With-Pink-Toe-Nails," Charlie assured him. "I
~et him_ in a skirmish jest afore ther famous battle of ther
Little Big Horn. We had a little argument an' I put ther
name out of business."
"How was that ? " and Brockton, showed himself very much
interested.
"I knocked one of his front teeth out with a bullJ')t, an'
ther long: name he had jest wound itself around his neck an'
choked him to death. He tumbled through a rift in ther lava
beds an' ther name went with him."
Charlie never cracked a smile as he said this.
"It is a fact _that Charlie killed a redskin with that name,"
spoke up Wild.
"Yes," said Jim; 11 I heard all about it from a lieutenant
in the regulars."
"Well, I must say that it was a ·novel way of getting rid
of such a long and outlandish name," declared the tenderfoot doctor.
At least one of our friends was on the watch for the Ut'es
all the time during the afternoon, but norie of them showed
up.
The rain continued to fall, but they had a good fire of
logs, and the . ledge sheltered them so that the tent scarcely
got wet.
After supper Brockton spoke to the Chinamen and asked
.
them if they could not do something to amuse them.
"Some of your people are great magicians, I have heard,"
he said. "But I don't remember of having met one in this
country."
"Me gleat magician," Hop assured him. "Me makee
many queer things for mandarins in China; me do plenty
of trickees." •
"Well, show us some of them."
Hop thought a while and then his face lighted up.
"Me r-:etee !'eady an' then me. do trickee," he said.
He called Wing, and the two had quite a conversation in
·
Chinese.
The result was that a few minutes later Hop said he was
ready to perform.
The fact was that the tihinaman was really a ;ileight-ofhand performer.
But Young Wild West and his partners had never seen
him use it any further than the games of cards he sometimes got in.
Then he could do about as he liked with the cards, and
the very sharpest of gamblers could not detect anything
more than the fact that they were being cheated, How it was done they could not tell.
Hop took a big yellow silk handkerchief from his pocket
and placed it on a flat rock near the fire.
Then he took hold of the center of it and gradually
worked it until it stood up in the form of a pyramid.
The doctor was a very interested spectator.
Wild and the others felt sure that the rascal was up to
some funny trick, and they simply waited the result.
. When Hop go't the handkerchief so it would stand up
alone he looked at Brockton and said:
"Whatee under handkerchief?"
"Nothing," was the quick reply.
"Good! V\Thatee time by your watchee ?"
The doctor .made an _attempt to pull out his watch and
found it missing.
..!.'Here!" he exclaimed;· "what are you up to? I believe
you have picked my pocket, you rascal!"
But Hop only smiled blandly.
Then he lifted up the handkerchief and there was the
watch!
"That is pretty good!" dec,l ared Brockton, reaching for
the timepiece. "I don't know how--"
Then he stopped and looked at the Chinaman · in blank
amazement.
As the handkerchief was flirted upw~d the watch disappeared.
"Go up in sky, allee samee star," said Hop, with a grin.
Then he gave a stai:t and put up his hands as though to
catch something.
Brockton afterward declared that he was willing to mak.e
.11.J,1 affidavit that he saw the Celestial catch the watch as it

11

came down f1;om out of th~ darkness, but his friends
,
laughed him out of the idea.
Hop handed the watch to him and he fastened it to the
chain.
"That putty gooclee tlick," ventured Wing Wah, who evidently knew how it was done.
Hop again took the yellow handkerchief and began flirting- it around right and left. ·
Suddenly he worked it into the shape of a bottle and
placed it on the ground before the doctor.
"Open!" he said.
Brockton took hold of the piece of yellow silk and did so.
Much to his surprise, there stood a bottle of brandy!
It was one of the two he had recovered from the China•
men, too.
''Putty goodee, hey?" said Hop.
"Open bottle."
"What for?;'
"Me do another tlickee then."
"All right, I'll humor -you. · A little brandy won't go baf
bn a night like this, anyhow."
He found a corkscrew, and drew the cork.
"Taste um," said Hop, vvith a faraway look in his eyes.
The doctor did so.
"It is all right," he retorted.
·
"Now putee cork back."
This was done, too.
Hop r eached over and took the bottle.
He held it off from him and threw the folds of the yellow handkerchief around it.
Then he began going through a series of mov.es that were
ra-ther mystifying.
But it is safe to say that one of them was the passing of
the bottle under his loQse-fitting gown.
Pres'e ntly he placed the bottle on the ground with the
handkerchief ,vrapped tightly around it.
"Open!" he said. '
The doctor did so and found the bottle.
He looked at it and found that its contents had apparently not been bother-ed with.
"Putty good tlickee," said Hop.
"I don't see anything funny in the last part of it, though.
You simply fooled with the bottle and handkerchief a
while and then put .t hem on the ground."
Hop put on a wise look.
"No see funny part till bimeby," he replied.
"Well, when I do see it I'll laugh."
"Is that all, Hop?" asked Wild, as the Chinaman moved
over to a cozy corner under the ledge.
"Yes, Misler Wild. Me sleepy; want to go to sleep."
"All right. Ycu have got to go on guard with me at trree.
Just keep that on your mind ."
"Me lceepee . on mind."
Wing soon followed his brother and the four were left
·
to themselves.
They got to talking about the wampum belt and Wild
declared that he considered it a great thing for the Indians
to manufacture.
"I am goin,g to keep it among my curios," lre said. "I
have quite a lot of them home in Weston."
A few minutes later they were interrupted by a scuffling
noise under the , ledge.
Wild got up ~nd stepped over to see what it meant.
He was just in time to see the two Chinamen fighting
over someth1ng.
The next lY!il"ute he flaw that it was a bott.le.
"Doc," said he, turnin~ to the tenderfoot, ''just take the
cork from the "bottle Hop was fooling with and see what
'
is in it."
"Why?" came the query.
."Well, it strikes me that it is time you saw the point in
the last trick Hop performed for you."
Brockton looked surprised, but he quickly removed the
cork.
"Taste of it."
Wonderingly, the doctor raised the bottle to his lips.
Then a look of disgust came over his face.
"Why, it is nc,thing but water!" he exdaimed.
"Well, that's where ther funny part of ther trick comes
in, I -reckon," said Charlie, as he got up and pounced upon
the two Chinamen in the corner. "Hello! here's another
bottle! Give me that, you yaller galoot!"
Out came the scout clutching a bottle which was the
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Wild was an expert swimmer.
counterpart of the one the mystified doctor held in his
When he came to t1ie surface he h eaded for the lndian
hand.
It was without a cork, however, and was only about half and' his body cut the water like a knife.
A faint cry came from the lips of the Ute when he saw
full of something.
.
.
"That's branoy, a11 right," observed Charlie, as he smelled the boy making for him.
"Keep your head up and I will save you!" shouted Wild.
_
it,
The words were apparently understood, for the red man
.
.
Th~n l_ie took a taste and nod~ed.,
ceased swimming and started in to tread water .
Its time to laugh over the trick,' said Wild.
."Allee samee goodee tlick," piped Hop, who could keep 1 'I'he howling wind was blowing him directly toward our
.hero, so it was not long before they came together.
still no longer.
And it happened just at the right moment, too.
"Well, I should say it was!" and the doctor took the
Ten seconds more and the drowning man would have been
bottle from Charlie and smiled. "I won't kick about it,
' done for.
you yellow rascal!"
Young Wild West seized the long hair of the Indian and
"Me feel allee samee bully boy with um glass eye," came
I pulled his head upon his left. shoulder.
from the corner.
Brockton averred that he would never forget that trick. · . "Straighten out and keep · still!" he commanded. "I'll
take you ashore all right."
He could riot have been obeyed better:
But it is just possible that the redskin was so far gone
CHAPTER VIII.
that he straightened out without knowing it.

I

Anyhow, it was all right for him, ·and with comparative
ease Wild swam ashore.
The scout was there _to . pull_ the ..rescued red, man from
It continued to rain all night, and when morning c~me
, the water,. and he ha_d him out m a Jiffy.
there was a high wind blowing.
The Jake was lashed into -a foaming mass of water, and . The danng young deadshot who had so bravely rescued
..
.
as our friends looked at it they could not help thinking lum follo'Yed.
The Indian lay on th_e shore m an exhausted condition.
of the change that had taken place since they , first set eyes
.
I Chari!~ supported .hi)Il·
on the placid bosom .of the little inland sea.
"That's what I call a o-rand sight" said Dr. Fred Brock- I He pomted at Wilds wampum belt and exclaimed:
that
have
ton, as he cast a critical eye over 'the scene. "The rocky I '.'Th; Utes made war on palefaces because you
crags and bending trees lend a sort of touch to the whitt- thmg.
Wild glanced at the belt in astonishment.
capped waves and the falling rain fo1·ms a sort of veil for
I "So that's how it is, eh?" he observed. "vVell, I was
the picture."
"I don't see nothin' grand about it," retorted Cheyenne wondering what was the matter with you fellows."
Then, turning to Jim and the doctor, he added:
Charlie. "I was hopin' it would clear -up this mornin'. . Too
"Lend Charlie a hand and fetch him to the camp. I'll
much rain ain't to my likin'. Enough is enough every time."
"So it is, but we have to ,take it as it comes, you know." run on ahead, because I want to get these wet clothes off."
He hastened to the camp and ·found the two . Chinamen
"That's right," admitted the scout.
While the Chinamen were busy getting the breakfast waiting in ala1·m.
I "Get me sometlling clry to put on, Wing," he said. "I've
ready Wild venturecl out to take a look around.
He wondered why it was that the Utes had not made an been in swimming."
"Allee light, Misler Wild!" and he flew to obey.
attack on them during the night, since that was generally
/ A couple of minutes later the rest came up with the Ute.
their way of doing business.
He was hardly able to walk, so they carried him aLmost
He ran out of the shelter toward the .shore of the lake,
·
•
intending to hurry back before he got soaked with the rain. bodily.
"Whatee mattee with' ledskin ?" asked Hop.
But he had not gone more than twenty feet when he saw
"He needs a little brandy," answered the doctor, looking
three or four Indians in a struggle at the edge of a ]:)luff
that hung over the boiling waters of the lake about a hun- 1 at him sharply. "If you had had your way about it there
I wouldn't have been any for him."
.
dred yards distant.
"Putty good magic tlickee, allee samee," Hop reto1·ted,
In less than a second he saw that there were three trying
, with a grin.
to overcome one.
The bottle containing the brandy was b1·ought out and a
The redskin, who seemed to be fighting- for his life, was
stripped to the waist and appeared to be rather uld and couple of swallows given to the exhausted Indian.
I It revived him at once ..
feeble."
His eyes roved around until · they rested upon the face
Wild stood stock still for a minute and called to his companions to come out and have a look at what was taking of Young Wild West, who was busy changing his clothes,
and a grateful look came from them.
place.
1
"The paleface boy who wears the wampum belt of Big Oak
Suddenly the Indian who was being so hard pressed broke
away from -the others and started on a run along the bluff. is a great brave," he said. "But he must not wear the belt,
Just as Charlie, Jim and the doctor arrived at the side or the Utes will kill him!"
I '.'I guess I h~ye a right to weai: the belt if. I want to," ..
of Wild the. fleeing redskin stumbled and fell.
Over the little bluff he went and into the water below. Wild retorted. The daughter of Big Oak gave 1t to me and
His pursuers came to a halt and stood w;atching for him told me to always keep it."
I "White Ros_e gave the belt to you? " was the questioning
.
.
·
to appear.
Up came the red man a m1pute later and h'e started to answer to tlus.
"Yes."
swim for the shore near where our friends we1·e standing-.
"Is White · Rose alive?" ,
Wild and his companions ·walked down close to the edge
"Yes."
of the water.
,
"Good!"
·
They did not mind the falling- rain now.
"Slow Horse and two of his braves tried to kill her, but
There v"i1as just enough excitement about what was tak1·we would not let them."
ing place to cause them to forget it.
"Good!"
"Ther measly coyote is putty well done for," commented
the scout, whe~ he had watched the swimming Ute for about , "I shot a Ute just as he was going to shoot White Rose.''
.
.
two minutes. "He's givin' up. He'll go under in another j "G()od!"
Once more the Indian made the exclamation.
.
minute, an' that'll be one less of ther gang."
"Why were the three Utes trying to kill you?" Wild a sked
"Boys, I guess I'll save him!" said Young Wild West suddenly. "The Indians over on the bluff are his eneinies, and him.
''Because I did not want them to kill you."
they tried to kill him. They want him to die, and that's
why I don't want him to go under. Besides, I can't stand · "Ah!"
"I have lived many moons," went on the Indian, "and I
here and see a fellow being di-owned, even if he is a redmade my last fight against the palefaces two years ago. · I
skin.'' .
The struggling Ute seemed on the verge . of' giving qp am a friencl to the palefaces, a;nd so are the most .of the
when our hero ran lightly to the bank and plunged into the ·utes. But when Slow Horse came to the camp and said
:vou had the wampum belt of the dead chief. Big Oak, and
·
lake.
WILD LEARNS THE c'AUSE OF THE ANIMOSITY OF THE UTES.
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swore that you had killed White Rose, the Utes said you
must . leav~ their huriting-grounds or die. Growing Grass,
the big chief, called a council and a ban was put upon you
and your friends. I said no, but they would not listen to
me. This morning I tried to stop three of the braves, who
had been told by Slow Horse to come and ki!J you while
you did not see them, and we had a fight. The younger
braves were too strong for me, and I had to run. I fell
into the water; my breath was leaving me when the brave
paleface boy swam out and sayed me. I will never forget
the paleface boy."
"All right. What is your name?"
"Lightning Bug."
"Ah! Well, I am Young Wild West."
"I have heard of the great Young Wild West, but I never
met him before," and Lightning Bug put out his hand.
Wild took it, for he knew that the Ute was sincere.
Then all hands; even to the Chinamen, shook hands ,vith
the old warrio,r.
He must have been all of. eighty years of age, but his
form was still lithe and he- looked to be capable of great endurance.
"Big Oak was a great chief," he said, as he got up and
took a seat hy the fire. "He married a paleface maiden
who was brought up by ·the Utes, and to him White Rose
was born. She was beautiful, like her mother, and her
ways were those of the palefaces. She studi-ed the talk of
the palefaces, an<l she said she would be one of them.
When Slow Horse wanted to make her his squaw she ran
away. I am glad she did, for Slow Horse is a bad Ute."
· "Well, I reckon Slow Horse won't never marry ther gal,"
spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "If he ain't married now he
never will be, for I'm jest. goin' to draw bead on him ther
next time I git sight of him, an' then out goes his light!"
"What will they do to you if you go back to the village,
Lightning Bug?" queried Wild, after a pause.
The Indian shrugged his shoulders ..
"Slow Horse will have me killed. I suppose," he said. "But
I am old. It will make little difference."
"Well, you mustn't go back to the village."
The cld redman shook his head.
"I cannot leave my people now," he said. "It is tpo late
in my life. I will not live many moons more, and I must
die with my people. If Slow Horse can get Growing Grass
to have me punished by death· I will - die with a smile on
my face. I no longer hate the palefaces, and I will die for
them."
ThE're was considerable feeling in the old fellow's voice,
and our friends were not a little impressed by his words.
"Never you mind," again spoke up the scout. "If Slow
Horse is ther measly coyote what's tryin' to down you it'll
be all right. I'll 'tend to his case, an' don't you forgit it!"
Lightning Bug_nodded.
·
"The paleface brave talks with tongue that is straight,"
he said. "I know he means what he talks. He can shoot
straight, too."
"I reckon I kin, old horse!"
Further . conversation was interrupted by the crack of a
rifle and the hum of a bullet as it flew over the headi., -of
our friends.
"Ah!" exclaimed Young Wild '\Vest. "I was so intei·ested
in listening to Lightning Bug that I forgot about the three
redskins who were so anxious to down him . Just wait a
minute."
He grabbed his rifle and peered through the driving rain
at the direction the shot had come from .
Suddenly he caught sight of one of the b1·avcs.
The butt of the rifle flew to his shoulder, his cheek
rested upon the stock and then a sharp rePort sounded.
A death-yell went up that could be heard above the howling of the storm.
The eyes of Lightning Bug lighted with pleasure at this.
One of those who had tried to kill him had met his death,
and true to his nature, he p.-loated over the fact.
Wild remained perfectly . still:
He knew that thP. redskins had been sent. out for the express purpose of killing them, and he meant that they should
never live to do it.
Another one of them showed himself just for a second.
That second was his last, for again the boy's rifle spoke
and the Ute dropped before his unerring aim.
He hardly expected to get a shot at the other one, but
he did, for almost as soon as the second one fell he sti.rted
on a run. from the spot, and in doing- so showed himself.
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Crack!
It was Cheyenne Charlie who fired this time.
"I thought· I'd take a hand in it, Wild," he said, apologizing. "I couldn't help it."
. "Well it is all right," was the reply of our hero. "I
don't k~ow as I would have shot ,him while he was running
away. I don't believe in shooting even , a redskin in the
back."
,
"Well, he was tryin' hard enough to shoot us, wasn't he?"
"Oh, there is not the least doubt about that."
"That settles it, then."
"Right!" nodded Lightning Bug. "They were bad Utes.
They should be killed."
'!I reckon it's time for breakfast," remarked the scout,
changing the subject.
"Allee lea'3.y!" sang out Wing Wah in his piping voice.
But there was bound to be a delay, it seemed, for at that
moment a horse -and rider suddenly burst into view.
Young Wild West gave a start of surprise, for lrn recor('•nizcd the rider as no less a personage than White Rose. the
girl he had sent to Weston with Jim and the doctor!
'

I
CHAPTER IX.
THE REAL TROUBLE . BEGINS.

The girl seemed like an apparition as slrn appeared before
our friends in the driving rain.
Dr. Fred Brockton was stunned when he saw he:\',
He could scarcely believe his eyes.
But as the jaded horse came to a halt and the face of
White Rose lit up with a smile of joy, he sprang forward
and assisted her to dismount.
"Vi'hat on earth induced you to come here, Miss White
Rose?" the ' doctor asked, as he hu!Tiedly conducted her to
shelter.
"The wampum belt." was the repl_y.
"The wampum belt!" echoed Y,oung Wild West.
"Yes. I happened to think that the Utes might kill the
naleface they found wearing the' belt. They. would know
it at a glance. My father was a great warr10r, and they
would not allow a white man to wear his belt." ·
She looked at the belt, which Wild had just put on again
after changing his garments.
"The Utes hav,e put a bHn on the palefaces. WhitP. Rose,"
spoke up Lightning Bug, ·who was sitting in the background
am! had not yet been seen by the girl.
Then it was the girl's turn to be surprised.
She looked at the old brave in amazement.
"What are you doing here, Lightning Bug?" she .finally
managed to say.
,
.
"Young Wild West, the brave paleface boy, saved my life
and then brought me here, where I could rest and dry by
hi<; fire," waf' the reply.
"That is about right, White RQse," said Wild, making
room for her in one side of the sheltered spot. ."Now, Win~.
you just take clown one side of the tent and make a curtam
across there witl, -it. We have a young lady guest, and she
must have suitable quarters."
Hop helped hiR brother and they were not long i~ g-ettini;
a snug comer divided off for the use of the beautiful halfbrePcl girl.
'Phev had plenty of dry blankets and she was given the ·
use of them.
"Now I reckon we kin all eat our food," remarked the
Rc0ut. "Ther gal must be hungry; 'tend to her right away,
Winir."
"Allee light!" and he hastened to do so.
\IIThite Rose wa1, hung1·y and very tired, too.
ShP. had been riding the biggest part of the night through
tl, n st'orrn.
>
It· had occurred to her all at once that if Young Wild
W0st worP. the belt ~o it was EjXPQsed to the view of the Utes
th,:,y ·would surely recognize i~ and kill him ..
So she had left Weston without saying a word to the
kind people who had taken her in and followed the trail to
the shore of the lake.
·
As hungry as she was, the girl did not eat heartilY..
She wanted sleep more than anything else, and it was not
long before she· was slumbering behind the curtain that had
been put up for ·her benefit.
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But before going to sleep she had advised Wild to take

dl' the belt, or else wear it beneath his clothing.

To please her he had removed it.
But when she was asleep he put it on again.
"The more I find that the Utes don't want me to wear
the wampum belt, the ·more I feel like wearinr- it," he said.
"That's right!'' nodded Charlie. "What right has ther
Injuns got to tell a feller what to wear? That belt belonged to. ther daughter of ther chief what owned it when
he was alive, an' she give it to you. You've got jest as
much right to wear ther wampum belt as I have to wear
ther one I've got on."
.
"That is right, from the white man's law," spoke up_ Lightning Bug. "But the Utes will forget all laws b~t then· o,yn.
You had better give them the wampum belt if you wish
to stay here. I will take it to them and then all will be
well with you, and with me, too."
Our hero shook his head.
"I will not give them the wampum belt," he said. "White
Rose gave it' to me, and she is the only one who can take
it from me. I wi!J wear it uhtil she says she wants it back.
The Utes can make all the war they see fit to. I am not
afraid of them."
The oJ.d Indian looked at the boy admiring-ly.
''Young Wild West is a great young brave," he remarked.
The!'). he said no more.
The stonn kept up until about noon.
.
Then it began to abate, and ih three hour~ it was all over,
and the sun was shining brightly.
It was just about this time that White Rose awoke.
Her clothing was now perfectly dry, and when she had
donned i.t she came from behind the canvas curtain.
"Did you get a good rest, Miss White Rose?" the doctor
asked.
"Oh, yes!" was the reply. "I am now ready to eat again."
Wing hastened to put something before her.
The rest had eaten when it was noon, but the Chinaman
had kept something that could be made ready' i.n a hurry
when the girl awoke.
Now that the storm was over, Wild felt certain that they
would hear from the Indians again.
He was right, .:for the girl had not auite finished her
dinner when a redskin was seen approaching with a flag of
truce.
He halted within fifty yards of the camp, but Wild motioned for him to come on, and he did so.
He was a young brave, ancj. when he halted outside the
boulders they had piled up he put on an air of importance.
"I come from the great chief, Growing Grass," he said in
·very good English. "He says that in five hours from now
you will all die! The one thing that can save you is the
wampum belt. If you give it to me and then go away
from the hunting-grounds of the Utes all will be well."
"Is that so, redskin?" asked Young Wild West, stepping
over to him. "Well, I want to tell you that I will give the
wampum belt to no on~ but the girl who gave it to me."
"White Rose did not give you the wampum belt of her
father; you killed her and took it from heT body. Slow
Horse has sharp eyes, and he saw you. You shot the two
braves with him, but you could not catch him."
"That sounds good, redskin. So you think I murdered
White Rose and stole the belt, do you? Well, I will just
prove that I didn't. White Rose, come here!"
The girl arose from the place where she was sitting and
stepped in the view of the Ind;an messenger.
The Ute was staggered when he saw her.
"White Rose is alive!" he gasped.
'
"Yes, I am alive," said the girl. "The wampum belt
was mine, and I gave it to Young Wild West because he
saved my life.' It was Slow Horse who wanted me killed.'
One of his braves was going to shoot me when the brave
young paleface shot him. Young Wild West is a great brave
and he must keep the belt."
The redskin bowed.
Then he turned, and still carrying the white rag he had
tied to a piece of sapling, he walked back and was soon lost
to view around a bend near t11e shore o.f the lake.
"There will be trouble now, you can bet!" remarked Jim
Dart. "When Slow Horse hears that White Rose is here he
will come for her."
"An' then Slow Horse will get a bullet," exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
Lightning B.ug shook his head.
"Plenty Utes may come," he said.
"Plenty of 'em will die, then," the scout assured him.

"It is bad for the Utes to fight the palefaces."
"That's right. It always was bad, but they keep on doin'
it every once in a while."
Charlie had little use for an Indian, anyhow.
While he thought Lightning Bug might be all right and
sincere in what he said, he had no love for him.
He was a redskin, and a redskin was no good in the estim:i.tion of the scout.
It was just about this time that Wild suddenly noticed
a big flock of ducks heading for the lake.
1
It was quite likely that the flock ·had been on its way
south and had become lost during the storm.
Now it was going to land in the first sheet of water it
came to.
There must have been two or three hundred in the flock,
and when the ducks took to the lake they came right close
to the shore.
The water was fairly black witih them for a certain space.
"Br'iled duck an' roast duck is mighty good," observed
the scout. "Now if we only had a boat or a dog."
"We can get what we want out of that flock without
either," retorted our hero. "The wind-what there is-blows
this way, and what we shoot of the ducks will come ashore."
"That's so; I never tho,ught o:f that. Well, I reckon we'll
have some. We'll do ther shootin' an' Wing an' Hop kin
go an' git 'em."
"I will help them," said Lightning Bug.
"We will all take a shot," Wild said, stepping out so he
could get a good range.
The doctor was delighted at the opportunity.
He quickly picked up his rifle.
"I am afraid I won't do much at shooting ducks· wit:1 a
rifle," he said.
"Well, just make up your mind that you are going to hit
wEat you shoot at and you'll come pretty near doing it,"
our hero answered.
"Well, who is going to shoot first?" queried the tenderfoot.
'
"You. Let a bullet go right into the thickest of them,
and when they raise we will all fire."
"All right, then."
He took careful aim and fired . .
Then the big flock left the water as if by nagic.
Three or four had been hit by the bullet from Brockton's
rifle, and theY. were struggling in the water.
Crack! Crack! Crack!
Wild, Charlie and Jim fired into the rising flock.
Down went at least a dozen of the ducks.
Then all hand,; fired two or three more. shots apiece.
The. result was really more than they expected.
"'l'hat is enough!" exclaimeaWild. "We won't know what
to do with so many ducks."
.
·"We can make the Utes a present of what we don't want,"
Jim suggested, with a laugh.
The two Chinamen and Lightning Bug ran down to the
edge of the lake to gather the slain ducks as they drifted in.
Wild and his pa1tners kept a watch for the appearance
of the Indians.
He knew the shooting would be apt to bring them around
if they had not already set out to make it warm for them.
B'ut none showed up and the clucks were gathered and
brought to the camp.
4
"Me fixec," said Wing. "Mc fixee duck allee samee we do
in China. Saltee and smokee."
"My blother knows," nodded Hop. "Smokee duck goodee."
"All right," answered ·wild. "Any way that will make
them of use to us. We must have about fifty in that pile,
and that is n:ltogether too much cluck to be eaten right
away."
All hands assisted in cleaning the ducks.
It was much easier to skin them than to pluck the feathers, so they did it that way.
Wing started right in to put them through the smoking
process, and though they had never eaten a smoked duck,
our friends saw no reason why they would not be all right.
Wing had just got things going nicely when two Indians
appeared.
One of them was the same fellow who had come before,
and he had his flag of truce again.
Wild motioned them to step U':!- and tell what they had
to say.
"W'hat is it now?" he asked.
"Growing- Grass says that if White Rose comes back and
brings the wampum bdt to him she will be forgiven, and
then the pabf:::.ce.3 will not be bothered _by the Utcs."
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"Well, you - go back and tell Growing Grass that . the
White Rose is not coming back to the Ute village, and that
I am going to keep the wampum belt. Tell him if he makes
war on us he will be sorry for it."
The two Utes turned and walked away without another
word.
"We may look out for a warm time in a few minutes,"
Wild said to his companions. "But one thing is certain, they
cannot drive us out of this place, nor can their bullets hit
us if we keep down a little. I am not going to give up this
belt now under any consideration."
White Rose shook her head sadly.
"I will go to Growing Grass and tell him he must not
fight the palefaces," she said suddenly.
Then, before any one could lift a hand to prevent her, she
leaped over a boulder and ran off on the track of the two
Utes who had gone back with Wild's answer.
Dr. Brockton called out for her to come back. and as she
did not obey him, he started on a run after her.
Wild was just going afte:r them both when a. hoarse yell
sounded and about fifty Indianf;l appeared.
They had been waiting for the answer right close at hand,
and Whj_te Rose and the doctor ran right into their midst!
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Slow Horse tried to expostulate, but it was no use.
The old chief would not listen to him.
'J'.hey all got to the village and found a great state of
excitement there.
The Utes were thoroughly aroused.
,
Some of them were against the attacking of the whites,
anyhow, but the majority were in favor of it.
The ·wampum belt had created all the trouble.
Old Growing Grass stalked to his lodge with a majestic
tread, while Slow Horse sneake.d off in a sulky mood.
The fatter had many warm friends among the Utes, and
they were those who believed in killing every paleface they
saw and who had been held down through fear of the soldiers.
In a little while about a dozen had gathered about him
to offer their sympathy.
This was much app1:eciated by the villainous chief.
Meanwhile, Growing Grass went into his lodge and lighted
his long-stemmed pipe.
He smoked in silence for a while, and then called one of
his squaws.
·
•
"Go and bring White Rose and the paleface man here "
he said.
'
The squaw went over to the place where the two were
being guarded by some braves and told what the chief had
ordered.
CHAPTER X.
The result was that the doctor and the girl were lifted
to their feet ar.d the ropes about their ankles severed.
THE LOVERS.
Then they were forced to walk to the lodge.
Doc Brockton was not a little alarmed over what had
Slow Horse had managed to induce the old chief to make
the attempt to either kill the palefaces or drive them away happened.
from their hunting-grounds.
It was the first time he had ever been captured by InSo when they learned that the White Rose was alive and dians, ::md it was no wonder that he felt uneasy.
with Young Wild West's party, Growing Grass was all the
But he took courage from the cool and defiant manner
more eager to do it.
of the gir I.
He sent the two messengers with the flag of truce and
The doctor was leaming to think a g1·eat deal of White
followed them up to withirr a short distance of the camp. Rose.
When they came back and reported what Young Wild
He admired her more than ever when she turned to him
West had said, Growing Grass told Slow Horse that he and said:
could lead the braves in an attack on the palefaces.
"The white medicine man must not be afraid. I will not
It was just at that minute that White Rose came running let the Utes harm him."
toward them, followed by Dr. Brockton.
"I am not afraid, White Rose," he answered. "But I will
The two were captured without any trouble.
admit that I am just a bit uncomfortable."
Then, instead of making an attack, the U:tes fell back be"The Utes will ,not dare to kill you if I say so. I will
hind the cover of a small range of rocks.
say no! I will die to save you!"
The two chiefs held a short consultation, and the result
·'No, you must not do that. I want you to live. I like
was that the two captives were ordered taken to the village. you, 1Vhite Rose. You are too pretty to die."
Four braves started off with them.
'"Does the white medicine man mean what he says?"
Growing Grass was now thoroughly aroui,ed.
"I mean every word of it."
He decided that Young Wild West and his friends must
A flush came over the girl's cheeks and she looked pleased.
be wiped out.
·
,
"I like the white medicine man," she said.
He gave the command to charge the camP' about three
was said as they were being led to the lodge of the
minutes after the doctor and White Rose were taken away. oldThis
chief.
The Utes responded nobly to the call of their chief.
The couple were now beginning to understand each other.
They rushed toward the fortified camp of Young Wild
There was no doubt but that it was a case of beirtg in
West in a double line, firing as they w~n~.
• .
But fifty redskins stood no show of drivmg the determmed love on both sides.
Growing Grass looked at them fie1·cely as they were
little party out of the sheltered place.
·
brought before him.
Crack! Crack-crack-crack!
"Does White Rose come back to her people of her own
The redskins began dropping right and left.
accord?" he asked in the language of the Utes.
Slow Horse kept well in the rear.
"She does not!" was the answer in English.
But he kept shouting to the warrioi-s to keep on, and
"She will be punished and made to know better, then."
not stop until they had taken the camp.
"She will not be punished," replied the gil'l calmly. "GrowIt was easy to order this done, but very hard to do it.
In less than five minutes Growing Grass, who was watch- ing Grass dares not harm White Rose, for he told her
ing the fight from a safe place, sounded the call for a retreat. father, Big· Oak, that he would n.ever see harm done to his
·
He saw that his entire lot of braves would be slaughtered daughter."
The chief gave a start at this.
if they continued the fight.
Evide])jtly his memory had been awakened.
It was hardly necessary to sound a call for retreat, how"White Rose shall go free!" he exclaimed, after a moever.
ment's thought. "The memory of Growing Grass is good,
They turned and fled in wild disorder.
Slow Horse was dismayed, but Growing Grass was an- and h.is tongue is not crooked."
A motion from him caused the two braves who had
gered to the highest pitch.
brought the prisoners in to sever the bonds that held the
He was angered at Slow Horse, too.
'
"This .is your fault!" he cried in hi_s own tongue, as they girl's arms to her sides.
Then the chief turned his gaze upon Dr. Brockton.
beat a hasty retreat for the village. "If you do not bring
"'!'he paleface man must die at the stake when the sun
the scalps of the palefaces to me before sunrise to-morrow
you shall be burned at the stake! You told me a lie ,vhen goes down," he said.
"The paleface man must not die at the stake when the
you said the young palefl}ce brave had kill~d White Rose and
stolen the wampum belt from her. I see it all now. Y_ou sun goes down," spoke up White Rose.
Growing Grass frowned upon her, but her gaze met his
wanted revenge on the palefaces because they took White
.
·
Rose from you, whom you wanted for your squaw. You will unflinchingly.
"I have said- that the paleface must die at the stake when
never have White Rose for your squaw! She shall take
the sun goes down!" repeated the old chief.
the man she pleas~s for her husband."
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"And I say that he must not."
as dainty a one as could possibly be produced in the Indian
"White Rose is a fool!"
village.
"No! White Rose is not a fool. What did the gr~at
They had just finished eating ft when Slow Horse came
chief Growing Grass tell Big·_ Oak? Did he not promise walking toward them.
him t1i.at no harm should ever come to White Rose?"
The doctor had been disarmed when he was captured, and
"Yes," answered the Ute chief.
as he noticed a murderous look in the eyes of the chief he
"Well, if the white medicine man dies at the stake Wllite grew alarmed.
Rose will -grow sick and pine away till she dies. White
"What is the dog of a paleface doing here, White Rose?"
Rose loves the white medicine man and she will be his the villain demanded.
squaw."
"Slow Horse must go away," replied the girl, with flashGrowing Grass shrugged his shoulders uneasily. __
ing eyes. "He ·must not insult Fred."
·
The words of the girl had a great effect upon him, but
"I will strangle the dog of a pale:f;ace!"
he was not going to give in right away.
As Slow Horse uttered the words he sprang upon the doc''The palefacs can have his hands free, fmt if he attempts tor.
to leave the village he will be shot in the legs and then
Brockton was quite an athlete, and he managed to get on
roasted over a fire till his spirit goes up to the clouds!"
the defensive. . .
_
This came from the chief after a deliberation of a minute
Then a fierce struggle began.
' or two.
As the Ute did not offer to draw a weapon, the white
The heart of Dr. Brockton jumped with delight for two man's confidence retm7.1ed.
reasons.
He felt that he could easily defeat him at wrestling, so
The first was because White Rose had openly declared he went right in to do it.
By a quick move he got the right hold and then the feet
that she would wed him, and the second because he felt that
his chances of living were a hundred per cen't. better than of Slow Horse w~nt up and down he went on the broad of
his back with a thud that shook the ground.
thev were when he came before ' the chief.
He walked out of the lodge a very happy young man.
White Rose clapped her hands with delight.
But she realized that the 1·edskin would try to kill her
White Rose walked at his side, blushing like a red rose.
She seemed to have just realized the position she had lover, sp she quickly sprang forward and pulled the knife
and pistol from his belt.
placed herself in.
Doc stood over his fallen Joe waiting for him to - get up.
"I had to say what I did to the chief to save the doctor,"
Then it was that Growing Grass came hurrying to the
she whispered softly a moment later as they sat down on a
log near the teepee she had occupied as her own since the spot.
death of her father.
"It is all right, my pretty one," answered the tenderfoot.
CHAPTER XI.
"I love yo.u, anyway! It is a rather queer way to pro.pose
to you, but I am going to ask you to marry me, anyhow?
THE END OF SLOW HORSE.
Will you?"
"Yes! I feel that you mean just what you say. I will
It was
pretty hot time while the fight with the Utes
be the sauaw of the white medicine man, a nd 1 will do my lasted, but when it was over Young Wild West looked at his
best to please him and make him happy."
companions and smiled.
"Thank you, Rose: I would kiss you if there were not so
"I guess they know something now," he said. "If_ they
many redskins looking."
just try that a few times more there won't be many of them
"Kiss me anyhow."
left."
There was no getting out of it, so he did it.
"It does me good to git a chance to clean out a lot . of
There was much surprise among the Indians when this redskins, anyhow," answered Cheyenne Charlie. "I jest hope
occuned.
they'll try it enough times to git cleaned up entirely,"
As might be supposed. nine-tenths of them were watching
"It is too bad that the girl acted the way she did," obthe couple, as they could not 1.inderstai)d why it was that served Jim. "We would have been all right now. It is
they were free to go about the camp as they chose.
pretty certain that they will make it warm for both her . _ _
It was now getting toward the close of the day.
and the doctor, since they have got them in their clutches."
The _doct?r, n?w that he had made up his ~ind to make
"Well, there is only one thing for us t@ do, and that is to
the girl h1s w1fe, grew very res~less.
.
. get them away from the redskins," said Wild. "I guess it
He no longer_ thought of wha_t m;111:ht happen to him, but can be managed all right."
01~? o~ the fair ·creature ~t his. side.
"I will help you get them away, but not until it is dark,"
. I will aband~,n my h_unti~,11: tnp and f!'o back t?.- Weston said Lighti:ing Bug, who had taken no part in the fight, but
with _you, Rose, he said.. Then we can b_e marned, and seemed satisfied at the· result.
r-ifter, a short honeymoon m the West we will go East and
"I guess :vou can help .us, come to think," Wild declared.
hve.
,.
"I know what we'll do! I will rig myself up as a Ute and
"The doctor knows what 1s best," was her reply.
we will go to the village as soon as it gets dark. I hardly \
"Don't call me doctor; call me Fred."
think they will do anything with the prisoners before that
"All right, Fred."
time."
"And henceforth I will cal1 you Rose. You may have
The old Ute nodded.
the blood of the redman in your veins, but to me you are as
"I will get something for the young paleface brave to
whitP and as pure as the snowdrift."
put on and make himself look like a Ute," he said.
"The words of Fred is music to my ears."
He left the enclosure and hastened to the scene of the
"I love you, Rose! I am telling you so agab.. I will slaughter.
.
tell it to you as long as I live!"
In a few minutes he returned with sufficient Indian togThe tende1foot was working himself into a dramatic fit gery to disguise two or three.
now.
Then there was nothing to do but to keep a watch and
But he was an honest, whole-souled fellow, -and it was a wait.
fact that this child of the wildetness was the first to set the
It was beginning to get dark by this time, so Wild prospark . of love aflame in his breast.
ceeded to make up for the visit to the Indian village.
And so they talked and t::tlked until the sun went down.
Lightning Bug helped him, and with the aid of some
· No one interfered with them, and when White Rose saw reddish-brown clay his face was made to look enough like
that the squaws were making· preparations to feed their hus- that of an Indian to i:ass in the dark.
bands she got up.
"Now, boys," ·said he, as they were starting off, "just
"We must eat/' she said. "We must eat so as to be keep a good watch while we are gone. If we are not back
strong, Fred."
in a couple of hours you will have cause to think that some"That is right, Rose, but r_ am afraid that 1,w love for thing has happened to us, aTtd you can investigate."
you -has taken my appetite away."
"All right," answered Charlie. "I . reckon you'll be all
"Fred will eat what his Rose cooks for him."
right in that rig, especially where it ain't very light. You
The doctol7 nodded.
look like a real Injun, don't he, Jim?"
It was the happiest time of his life, and he rnred not
"Yes, there is no mistake about it, either," retorted Dart.
what any one might think of his choice.
Wild aTtd the old Ute made their way around to the top
The girl sang an Indian love song as she prepared a meal. of the ridge.
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They worked their way around cautious}:., the Ute nodding his approval at the skill displayed by our hero in getting through the bushes in such a noiseless way.
But there was no one who could beat Young Wild West
at that sort of business.
They kept on until they had reached the side of the village opposite to the regular entrance to it.
There were plenty of trees there to hide them as they
approached, and though it was not yet quite dark, they got
right close to the teepees.
Wild was not long in locating the doctor and Wild Rose.
They were eating theh· supper, and when he saw that
they were free h_e gave a nod of satisfaction.
It was just at this time when Slow Horse came up and
picked the row with the doctor.
Wild and the Ute watched the wrestling bout with no
little interest. .
"Doc is a -pretty good one at wrestling, I guess," thought
our hero. "I wonder if he couldn't give me a point or two?"
It was doubtful if he .could, though, we may as well say,
for what Young Wild West did not know about wrestlingno one did.
When White Rose took the Indian's weapons from him
Lightning Bug gave a grunt of satisfaction.
"T:he doctor will whip Slow Horse and make him sick," he
whispered. .
"I shouldn't wonder," replied the boy. "Hello! There
comes the old chief to take a hand in the game."
"Yes, that is Growing- Grass. He's mad at Slow Horse."
The chief took Slow Horse by the throat as he was rising to his feet and shook him savagely.
Then he called two young bucks and bade them ti~ him
to a tree.
"Wild and the Ute were close enough to .hear every word
that was said.
"Slow Horse is jealous of the paleface doctor," White
Rose said to the old chief. "He would kill him if he got a
chance."
"Slow Horse will not kill him," replied Growing Grass.
"HP ~hall be whipped by mv sanaws with bi.rch switchM.
and then he must go and bring the scalps of Young Wild
\Vest and his friends to me before sunrise. If he does not
he shall he burned at the stake and the ,"'uaws 3Jnd papooses
shall mock him and spit upon him as the breati.i leaves his
~~

,

I

Then he turned and gave orders for the rascally chief to
be turned with his face to the tree.
This done, his hands were stretched above his head and
made fast to a limb.
Then Growing Grass sent for his squaws, four in number,
to come to the scene.
They were not long in getting there.
"Get birch switches and wltlp Slow Horse on the back
till the blood runs!" he commanded in the language of the
tribe. "He has caused the deaths of twenty of our braves,
and he must be punished for it!"
The sauaws soon had the switches ready.
Then Growing Grass gave a sharp whistle and the whipping began.
It was one of the most humiliating things that could possibly hanpen to a chief.
The victim knew it, and though he never once fl.inched,
he vowed vengeance upon the old chief over and over.
Not until the blood was trickling down his Raked back
and th~ switches had been used- up did the souaws desist.
, Then the old chief ordered Slow Horse to be cut loose.
"Go and bring the scalp of Young Wild West to me!" he
exclaimed. "Bring with it the scalps of the two palefaces
with him, the two yellow men's scalps, and that of Lightning Bug, who is a traitor. I want them all to hang at the
door of my lodge. · Go!"
Slow Horse walked away as dignified as he could under
the circumstance s.
Many nf the braves and bucks were laughing at him, and
'
this galled him worse than ever.
We will follow him and see what he did.
Slow Horse knew that if he could do as the old chief
ordered him he would jump high in the estimation of the
braves of the village.
Then he would have a chance to overthrow Gir owing
Grass and take his place.
He decided to kill Young Wild West and those with him
at the camp.
If he could not do it there was only one thing left · to him
'
.and that was to die.

...

He got his weapons, loaded them carefully and then
started off.
Straight for the camp of our friends .he. made his way.
Wild and Lightnh)-g Bug saw him going, but they did
not attempt to follow.
When he came in sight of the campfire the rascally Ute
nerved himself to the task before him.
He knew he must get right' close to the palefaces before
he did anything.
Then he must shoot and use his knife both.
Soon there was only twenty feet between him and the
line of rocks that had been piled up in front of the camp.
With a cat-like tread he advanced to the barricade.
A deathly stillness pervaded the camp, it seemed, and it
is oossible that the Indian wondered at it.
Two seconds later he took the chance of peeping- over the
rocks.
Cheyenne Charlie stood within- three feet of him with a
revolver in his hand.
"Ugh!" said Slow Horse.
Crack!
That was the end of the chief who had been whipped in
public by the squaws!
CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSION.

As soon as Slow Horse had started from the village u.
do the errand the old chief had sent him on, the crowd
beg-an td disperse.
But they were quickly called together again by Growin&
Grass.
Tnen he made a rather lengthy- s-peech, in which he held
that all the deaths in the tribe that day were directly dua
to the lying tongue of Slow Horse.
He made it pl"lin to them that he had done right in the
matter and wound up by saying:
"Growing Grass is a man of his word. He promised
Big Oak before he died that he would never see harm come
to his daughter, White Rose. He will keep his word. White
Rose wants to marry the paleface doctor, and she shall.
Growing Grass has the power and he will be the priest who
shall marry them. The ceremony shall take place at once."
When Young Wild West heard this he looked over at the
·
couple.
"I had an idea that Doc would fall i-n love with the girl,"
he thought. "But I didn't think it was as bad as this."
"White Rose likes the paleface doctor and the paleface
doctor likes White Rose," said Lightning Bug.
"I guess so," answered our hero. "Let's get a little
nearer. Since they both seem so willing to get married we
will wait until after it is .over before we do anything."
"No have to do anything," said the old Ute, shaking his
head. "Growing Grass will tell them to go when and where
they please after he has made them man and wife, as you
palefaces call it."
"Well, I am glad of that. It will save a lot of trouble.
It is too bad that the chief don't feel like letting us alone.
It will be all the bette't.· if he changes his mind and comes
.'
to that conclusion."
"He will change his mirid when he hears the shot that
puts an end to Slow Horse,'' observed the Indian.
Then they crawled right up to the teepee of White Rose. ,
Wild resolved to speak to the doctor and take the chances
of being discovered.
.
"Doc,'' he whispered.
Brockton gave a start and looked around.
"Don't act strange about it or you will gi-1-~ us away,''
said Wild . "I am here with Lightning Bug to see you
married."
"Which is you, Wild?" he asked in a low voice.,
"Here I am."
"Oh! well, I would never have known you."
"I suppose not. You are willing to be married in accordance with the Ute fashion, then?"
"Yes. It will be a novelty. We will get ma1Tied over
again by a clergyman as soon as we get to Weston."
White Rose heard all this conversation.
She stnod in frnnt of her lover, <;o thP. Indians could not
see that he was talking to an"y one behind the teepee.
A young buck came out of the chief's lodge with a rude
drum now.
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Growing Grass lifted his hand as a signal for him to
Our hero thought he would help him along a little.
commence beating it when a revolver shot sounded not far
"You don't want it reported at the fort that the Utes
away.
.
up here by the lake are at war with the palefaces, do you?"
The sound came from the d~:ection of the camp, and he asked.
·
Young Wild West nodded and exclaimed in a whisper:
"T)1e Utcs no like to see a paleface wear the wampum
"That put an end to Slow Horse, I guess. He could belt that one of their chiefs wore."
never 1·each the · camp without being discovered by Ch_arlie
Wild thought for the space of half a minute.
and Jim."
,
._
"Well, G1·owing Grass," he said, "I am very sony that
Growing Grass seemed to think the same thing, for he there has been any trouble between us, but it wasn't my
nodded and listened, and when no more shots were fired he fault. You call in White Rose and I will put the belt
sniiled.
around her waist. She should be allowed to wear it, because
"Slow Horse will not be burned alive now," he called it was her father's."
out, "for the palefaces have shot him. I did not see it, but
"Yes!" exclaimed Growing Grass. "Young Wild West
the Great Spirit has whispered to me that it is so."
speaks like a wise man. White Rose shall wear the wam"You're a pretty cute old dog, too," laughed Wild to him- pum belt."
self. "Now go on with your ·tomfoolery of a wedding
Leaving our hero ·standing there, he went out and called
ceremony."
the newly-marrie<l couple to the lodge.
The signal was given and the drum began to sound.
Wild took off his Indian rig and stood with the wampum
Then every man, woman and child in the village began belt in his hand ·when they entered.
to_ gather in front of the teepee of White Rose.
"VVhite Rose," said he, "this belt has bQen the cause of a
The squaws of the old chief pushed their way through the whole · 1ot of trouble, so I am going to let you wear it now.
crowd, bearing with them the wedding robes and finery. We want the Utes to be at peace with the whites, and if the
The girl entered the teepee with them and allowed them wampum belt can bring it about I want to do it." ·
to array her in the barbaric style of the tribe.
He put the belt around her and buckled it so it would
not fall from her.
When she came out White Rose was a &ight to behold.
·
An exclamation of admiration came from the lips of
Growing Grass nodded. The old chief was greatly pleased.
Brockton.
"Young Wild West is a great young brave," he said. ,"He
"I am not fit to marry you in the rig I have on!" he de- is wise as he is strong. He is a friend to Growing Grass
and he can come· and go when he sees fit."
clared.
"Thank you, chief," and with that Wild shook hands with
She allayed his fears and told him that he would be
him. "Now I want to tell you that Lightning Bug is a good
fitted out in a minute.
And he was, too, for one of the squaws soon brought him brave, who wants to keep friendly with the whites. You
· a scarlet robe that had half moons, sta:t.:p, goats, buffaloes, must not punish him because he did not want to kill my
friends and myself. The three braves Slow Horse sent to
horses and all sorts of figures on it in yellow and whit€.
When this was thrown over his shoulders he was ready. kill him 'did not do it. He got away from them and fell to
The contracting couple was ptlShed into the center of the the lake when he was so exhausted that he could hardly
swim. The wind was blowing hm·d and the rain was comgroup and then a wild sort of a dance took place.
The dance lasted until they were about exhausted, and ing down in torrents, but I saw that he would ,drown, and
whether he was a red or white man I could not stand still
then the chief lifted his hand and the drum stopped.
Then the attendants of the old fellow placed a big · buf- and see him go under, so I jumped in and saved him. Lightfalo head on his head and a rope around him, and he was ning Bug is a good Ute, Growing Grass."
"Lightning Bug is a good Ute," repeated the chief.
ready to tie the knot.
"Yes, he is outside."
·
.,
When it was all over the chief looked at the doctor and
"We will go out, Young Wild West."
said in English:
The
old
fellow
led
the
way
out.
"White Rose is now your squaw. You must live together
Wild had rubbed the clay from his face the best he could,
as long as you · both live."
and
when
he
stepped
"Thank you, Growing Grass! You are a great chief, and disguise a mutmur wentoutup.among the redskins minus his
I will never forget you."
But Growing Grass soon explained things.
"I congratblate you, Doc!" a voice whispered in the ear
you go back to your camp, Young Wild West?"
of the newly-married young man, while a hand took his and he "When
asked.
gave it 'a hearty squeeze.
· · "Now,"
replied our h&ro . .
The doctor recognized the voice but not the face.
"Good! I send braves to bury the dead. You will not
It was Young Wild West.
Growing Grass happened to be looking that way at the shoot them ? "
"Oh, no!"
timr, and when he saw the handshake he realized that -some"I will go, too. I want to look for Slow Horse."
thing was wrong.
"Well, I guess you will find him as dead as any of the
He stepped up and succeeded in getting hold of Wild's rest."
shoulder in no time.
Wild saw Lightning Bug just then and he called him
Then by the aid of the light from the blazing- fo1·ge close
at hand he discovered that it was a face covered with red over.
The chief greeted him warmly, and that settled the difmud that was before him.
ference that had existed between them.
"Ugh!" he grunted in surprise.
A little .later Wild and the newly-wed couple set out for
"It is all Hght, Growing Grass," said Young- Wild West
,calm_ly. "I wanted to see the wedding ceremony, so I rigged the camp.
Growing Grass and the braves he had selected to' do th e
up like one of your people. I hope you are not offended." burying
came on behind them.
"Come to h1Y lodge, paleface!"
When Wild 'neared the camp he gave A signal which he
Our hero thought it would be about as good a thing to knew
Charlie and Jim would understand.
do as anything _else, so he walk(:ld with the chief to the lodge.
"It is all right, boys!" he added. "The Utes. are on
Under the piece of blanket he wore he had his revolver
friendly terms with us and the doctor is a married man."
ready for use.
The Utes buried their dead, and in the morning the chief
"What do you want, Growing Grass?" he asked fear- paid
a visit to the camp· of our friends.
lessly, as the skin flap fell back over the entrance an'd they
Dr. Fred Brockton was now eager to give up the huntino·
were inside.
·
trip up the Y'ellowstone, so Wild· decided th.at they might
"Growing Grass wants to know who you are,"· was the as well go back to Weston.
reply.
The doctor and his bride wei·e manied over again by a
"Well, I'll tell you, then. I am Young Wild West!"
clergyman, and after a couple of weeks' stay in town started
"Ug-h!"
'
for the E'ast.
"That's right. And I have got_ the wampum belt too."
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
"Ugh!"
'
AND THE ~IO GRANDE RUSTLERS; OR, THE BRANDThe chief was trying hard to smother his surprise. .
ING AT BUCKHORN ~ANCH."
"I'll show it to you."
Wild thew aside the blanket and the belt was disclosed
to view.
S d osta for Our Free Catalogue .
Growing Grass remained in deep silence for a moment. , en
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HELP ~{OUR COUNTRY!
THE PEOPLE'S BARGAIN.
"The annual increase of our wealth is estimated to
be fifty billions of dollars. The American pe·ople
are not asked to give anything to their government,
but merely to invest a small percentage of the annual increment of wealth in this country and take
in return from their government the strongest security on the face of God's green earth; to receive
in return for the money lent 3½ per cent. per annum, both principal and interest exempted from all
taxation except estate or inheritance taxes, and with
the further provision that if the government should
issue any other bonds during the period of this war
at a higher rate of interest the purchaser of a Liberty Loan Bond may turn it in and get a new bond
at the higher rate of interest.
"In protecting the credit of the United States
['"overnment you are protecting your own credit, you
are protecting your own business, you are protecting every interest you have in life and property. In
d )ing that you are rendering a patriotic service in
snpplying the sinews of war to your country."Wimam, G. McAdoo, Secretary.of the Treasury.
1

LABOR BUYS LIBERTY BONDS.
While it is not possible to give exact figures either
as to the number · of rnbscribers or the amount of
bonds bought, yet reports from many corporations
· and firms which are large employers of labor show
th!'tt t.qe working men of -America were numerous
and liberal purchasers in the Liberty Bonds.
There can be no doubt that the working men of
America are a class of citizens whose patriotism and
ability afford a tremendous market for government
bonds. The safety of the Liberty Loan B~nds and
their exemption froni all federal, State a'nd local
taxation, except inheritance and estate taxes,
constitute them an ideal investment for the smaller
invPstors, and the labor element of America seems
to l1ave been quick to appreciate the fact. That they
will be liberal purchasers in the next issue of the
Liberty Loan Bonds may confidently be relied on.
The working men are willing to buy liberally, according to their means and are able to buy largely
in the aggregate. The assistance given them· by their
employers, in many instances, in the way of arranging it so that they could pay for the bonds by installments out of their wages, together with similar
facilities offered by practically all of the banks of
the country, greatly aided the wage earners of the
country ip. their purchase of Liberty Loan Bonds.
FINANCING THE WAR.
The United States is financrng itse1f in this W¥
by loans Jl-nd taxes. It obtains funds from the people, som~by taxation and some by the fiale of bonds,

and then it goes into the markets and buys from the ,
people what it needs. The people supply the government with money and the government with this
money buys from the people wh~t it needs for the
war.
There are three sources from which the United
States can draw the sinews of war. _ First is the
fixed property of the nation. This represents our
farms, factories, mines, railways and all .other property, including accumulated savings. From the cor~
pus or body of none of these, except the accumulated
savings, will the government obtain war funds, and
even from the accumulated savings it will draw a
relatively small portion. These accumulated savings
are invested in industri'es and business which are
necessary to· the country's welfare and prosperity,
and ·it is only that portion of these savings which
are seeking investment that the government will receive in exchange for bonds.
The second and the great source from which the
government is to derive its war fund is the wealth
produced during the war. Parts of this it will obtain by taxation and part in exchang2 for bonds.
The annual production of the United States,,from
its farms, mi~es, factories, and other fources,
amounts to fifty billion dollars a year, and out of
this fifty billion dollars · will come the funds, part
frorri taxes and part from the sale of bonds, with
which the United States will finane:e itself during
this war.
·
r
By taxation this generation will pay its portion of
the cost of the war. By the sale of bonds the next
generation is called upon to pay its portion, and this
last portion will be paid from the wealth production
after the war.
By this method the capital of the country, its
sources of income and wealth, are unimpaired. It
is only the yearly increment of this property that is
called upon to bear a portion of the cost of the war.
Thus, despite the waste of war and the destruction
of property involved, the country may emeri'e from
the conflict stronger financially, more effici nt and
even wealthier than before. What the gov rnment
receives, it receives from the people without impairing the sources of wealth of the country, and passes
it back to the people in exchange for the production
of the country.
The government collects the current taxes, and by
means of bonds anticipates taxes of the years to
come, and all the money thus acquired passes back
into the hands of the taxpayers. This is why governments which follow sound economic methods not •
only are not impoverished by wars, but sometimes
emerge the stronger, as England did after the Napoleonic wars and the United States did after our
great Civil War.
·
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, STARTING AT THE BOTTOM
-OR-

TH£ BOY WHO WON · OUT
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
Joe's face got r edder than ever.
CHAPTER XV (Continued ).
"Well, he is nice, and I like him," said Maxine. '
ae
soon
"I shall insist on replacing your stiit as
"And he likes you," said the young woman.
store
a
find
can
we
if
City,
we reach Michigan
"Do you?" asked Maxine, looking up at Joe.
open," said Mr. Carroll.
"Of course I do, Maxine," was the reply.
"No, no! I will 'be all right," said Joe. "My
The little girl sighed with satisfaction .
there."
1
get
clothing will be dry long before w.e
"I'm so glad!" she said.
.
so,
did
he
as
and
bow,
the
Joe started Wward
The sun had full sweep at Joe here, . and his
little Maxine said to her mother:
clothes were soon · fairly dry. Then as the bow
"Mamma, may I go with the boy?"
up and down much more than was the case
moved
and
·
instatit,
an
for
The woman hesitated, but only
stern, Joe said to Maxine :
the
with
·
'
said:
she
then
"We'll go walk t9 where your mamma is now."
· "Yes, yes, darling! Of course you may. He will
"Very well," and she got off the chair and gave
take better care of you than I have, that is certain.
her hand .
Joe
Go along, pet."
made their way back to the stern, and MaxThey
took
who
Joe,
to
hand
her
out
. The little girl held
it, and the two -made their way to:ward the bow, ine was given a hug and a kiss by her mother, after
pickiijg their 'way along carefully. The passengers which Anna persuaded her to sit on her lap a while.
Maxine prattled about the folks at the bow of the
all kr,tew that the two were the hero and heroine of
and what they had said to her and to Joe, and ·
ship,
for
way
made
and
ago,
while
little
a
the incident of
,
them and smiled upon them and spoke pleasantly to the rest listened with interest.
Then Joe and Mr. Carroll conversed on various
them.
Joe was somewhat embarrasse d, for he was n~\'1- topics, while Mrs. Barton and Mrs. Carroll talked
rally modest and bashful, but the little , girl nodded about Joe and Maxine, and Dave Wiggs got up and
and smiied at those who spoke to them, and was as strolled around the deck.
Michigan, City was reached in due time. and the
gay and happy as a lark.
They reached the bow presently, and Joe placed passengers disembarke d and scattered to the parks
the little girl on a steamer-ch air, but he himself and other places of reC'.reation and amusement .
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll and Maxine and another
stood up.
young married couple, friends of theirs, rented an
"Why don't you sit doW11,. boy?" asked Ma~ine.
"I want to stand up so that my clothes will get automobile and went for a ride into the countr y, and
Joe and his mother and sister and Dave made their
dry," was the reply.
way to the park, where they enjoyed themselves
"Oh!"
The two were the· center of interest, and many very _well.
questions were asked of Joe; all of which he an- I At noon they went to a restaurant and ate dinner,
swered courteously ·but briefly . . He would rather j and Mrs. Ba_rton and Anna enjoyed the meal imnot have heard anything·m ore about the incident of j mensely. It had been a long, long time Rince Mrs.
Barton had eaten a meal cooked by other than her
leaping overboatd to save the little girl.
She was old enough to take an interest, however, own hands.
Joe was greatly pleased.. for he kn ew that his
' and she talked to the passengers about it, and told
and sister were enjoying them::;elves.
mother
her
saved
and
water
the
how the boy had leaped into
Wiggs was having a rather pleasant day of
Dave
drowning.
from
"Mamma says he is a hero," she added, after hav- it, too. for he had t aken a great liking to Anna, and
·
ing ans,yered the question addressed to her by a was happy to be beside her.
he park, and when
t
in
afternoon
the
spent
They
her.
beside
young woman who sat
"Well, your mother is I'ight about that, I guess," the time came to go aboard the steamer, _they did
so, and a few minutes lat er the Carrolls and their
;. .
,
-was the reply.
friends came aboard and sought out Joe· and his
and
water
Joe blushed and looked 3:~ay across the
and took seats near them.
folks
,
'
hear.
to
pretended not
"Did you enjoy your selves?" asked Mr Carroll,
,',' A he~o is something nice, isn't it'?" said Maxine.
addressing Mrs. Barton.
Yes, mdeed !" was the reply.
1

j

H
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"Oh, ·yes, very much indeed!" was the reply.
"So did · we. We rode nearly fifty miles in the
motor. car, and saw a lot of the country."
"Oh, we went awful fast l" said Maxine. "I wish
you had been with us, Joe!"
"Thank you, Maxine," said Joe; "I would have
.
,
enjoyed it, I know."
They chatted for an hour or more, and it was a
pleasant little party indeed.
Nearly another hour passed, and night came on.
The steamer's lights were lighted, and the scene was
a lively anq inspiring one.
But suddenly there came a change.
Fire!" cried a hoarse, voice. "The
"Fire!
steamer is on fire!"
CHAPTER XVI.
\.

JOE PREVENTS A PANIC.

When the cry of fire rang out, those on board the
steamer became imbued with a feeling of terror.
Loud cries and exclamations weI\t up from the
men, and screams were uttered by the women and
children.
A panic was on the point of taking plaG,e, and in
another moment people would have been leaping
· ovierboard; but for Joe, who leaped up on the seat
running along the mil, and yelled at the top of his
voi~:
"There is no fire! It's all a mistake! Sit down,
everybody, and keep quiet! There is no danier,
whatever! Sit down!"
The panic was stayed. The people came to their
senses; the men ceased yelling, the women and children stopped screaming, and then Joe added:
"I'll go downstairs and investigate. You stay here
and don't worry. There's nothing to worry about."
He leaped down and strode to the head of the
stairs. He smelled smoke when he got there, but he
paused and called out again:
"Everything is quiet below. That must l}ave been
some practical joker or brainless fool who called
out 'Fire!' Keep quiet, and I'll be bac.k in a few
minutes."
He stepped through into the cabin, and pulled
the door shut behind him, to keep the smoke from
getting out where the passengers would smell it, and
then he hastened downsta'irs.
He found that a fire had started in the furnaceroom, but that it had been gotten under control right
away, and was now out.
"Who yelled fire?" he asked.
No one knew.
"It was some fellow with considerably less brains
than the law allows," growled the engftieer.
"You are right," agTeed the youth. "He came
near causing a panic on the upper deck."
"That would have been bad!"
"Yes, it would have resulted in the deaths of a
number of women and children, likely."

•
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"No doubt of it."
"Well, I'll go back and tell them that all is well."
•
"Yes, the fire's out now;"
Joe hastened back, and found that the captain of
the ship had already told the pas·s engers that the
fire was out. He was now engaged in searching for
the fellow who .had almost precipitated a panic by·
crying "Fire!"
This individual could nbt be found, however. He
was discreet enough to keep his identity a secret.
Half an hour later the steamer reached its wharf
in Chicago, and the passengers hastened to gc
ashore, relieved to get off the vessel. They· had been
pretty thoroughly frightened by the fire incident,
and although the captain had assured them that
there had been no danger whatever, they had been
on a strain, and were indeed glad to feel the solid
ground under their feet once more.
The Carrolls had made Joe promise to call ·on
them and bring his mother and sister.
"You must come soon," insisted Mr. 4md Mrs.
Carroll.
Joe promised, but he felt that it would be some•
what of an ordeal. .
Half an hour later Joe and his mother andLsister
were at home, Dave having left them at the foot of
the stairs, to go to his own home.
"How did YQU enjoy yourself, mother?" asked
Joe.
"Splendidly, my son," was the reply.
"Aren't you tired?"
"Yes, but it is a good tiredness," with a smile.
"I shall be all the better for it."
"Yes, indeed!" from Anna. "It will do you good."
"But I don't think I shall care to go again."
"The trip was a valuable one for Joe," said Anna.
"His saving little Maxine from drowning will benefit him greatly, I am. sure."
"But I don't like to benefit from anything like
that," said Joe. "I want to rise as a result of my
own worth and merits."
"Well, saving the life of the little girl was showing yourself to be possessed of merit, I think, Joe,"
said Anna.
"Oh, that was nothing. I am a fine swimmer, and
I knew that I was in no danger."
"Well, Mr. Wright and the parents of Maxine
will be grateful to you always, Joe."
"I suppose so, but I want to work my way up in
the store, on n;iy merits as a salesman, and win out
on that lin.e:"
"Well, you will be able to do that, I feel sure,
Joe," said his mother.
"I hope so. I shall make a,. hard try for it, any..,
,;
,
how." .
They went to bed right away, and slept soundly. r·r
Next day Joe was at his place in the inspect;on,
department, working away' as usual, and at ever}';
intervals between the rush of goods to be inspected
and wrapped, he and Dave Wiggs talked of their
trip of the day before.
(To be con~inued.)
·
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CURRE NT .NEWS·
The Government will establish very shortly in
California a large plant for the manufacture of potash, according to announcement made in San Fran::
cisco on July 19 by J. W. Turrentine, scientist of the
the Department of Agriculture. The potash will be
made from kelp harvested in the Pacific Ocean, and
is to be used by the United States Army.
A Hartford dispatch says that preparations are being made by the Colt's Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Company. in the city to build the 20,000
Browning machine guns which the United States
Government is to buy for the forces that will be sent
to France. One of the officers of the company is
quoted as aying that it would be the biggest order
that the c\smpany has received.

•

Hoover, Quartermaster General Sharpe and officials
of the Defense Council's supplies committee. As a
result the contracts have been distributed among various :firms situated near Army and Navy depots.
Mary Pickford presented a fully equipped ambulance, which she proposes to mainta.i n in France for
the duration of the war, to ,the American Red Cross.
The New York Times of July 15 prints a picture of
the historic scene of "Our Mary" presenting the am- ·
bulance to Lieutenont Henry Woodward, showing her
attired in a milliner's conception of a feminine military costume, the component parts of which are a
cadet's blouse, a hussar's cap, Russian boots and a
full skirt with large pockets. From our knowledge
of what male military uniforms cost, Mary's clothing
allowance for this scene must have been quite beyond all ordinary estimates.

Over 300 acres of land at Port Newark Terminal,
N. J., is to be taken over by the Government as a
base for supplies for Europe. The Government has Preparations have been made by the Navy Departbeen neg9tiating for the propert:y for s~veral ~eeks. m~nt to take possession of the steamship Havana, of
Army officers have made several mspect10ns of it. It the New York-Cuba Steamship Company's fleet, for
is proposed to store at this point supplies needed for use as a hospital ship. The Havana will probably be
the Army and Navy now in France. This will be \ only the first of three or more vessels to be converted
lightered to ships in New York harbor.
•
to this use to supplement the activities of the a\ed
U. S. S. Solace. The Navy medical authorities have
Charles Peterson was saved a $6 fine in Municipal estimated that at least two additional hosp_ital ships
Court because he wore a Red Cross button. He was are urgently required, and if a third can be obtained
arraigned on the charge of drunkenness and disor- without undue difficulty the Solace proJ:>ably would
derly conduct. "Your fine is $1 and costs of $5," be relegated permanently to the task on which sho
sa 1<l Judge John Garlin after examining Peterson. is now engaged-that of an ambulance ship between
The court was about to call the next · case when he the fleet an.d shore hospitals. Plans have bePn made
noticed Peterson had a Red Cross button on the also to obtain three vessels to be used as additional
lapel of . his coat. "Because you were patriotic ambulance ships.
enough to buy that button, I'll remit the fine.
You're discharged."
Citizens interested in rifle practice and the organization of rifle clubs were invited by Captain William
A rifle range to cost about $75,000 is conten:iplated A. Moffett, U. S. N., commandant of the United
at the training camp at Syracuse, N. Y. The range States Naval Training Station, Great Lakes, Ill., to
proposed is to be one of the largest in the country attend and participate in rifle practice at the open:1nd will permit an entire infantry brigade to conduct ing of the naval training station range, Great Lakes,
rifle practice at one time. The ranges provided will Ill., on Saturday, Juiy 28. The vice-president of the
be 200, 300, 500, 600, 800 and 1,000 yards, fifty-four National Rifle Association, Major William C. Harllee,
targets to each short range and fifteen for each long of the Marine Corps, is temporarily on duty at the
raiige. Through the Chamber of Commerce efforts Great Lakes Training Station, and will be present to
are now being made to secure the necessary land for assist those who desire to organize new rHle clubs.
the ran_ge.
All citizens- are cordially invited to attend, and as
many as possible will be afforded an opportunity to
Award of contracts for a half million cases of shoot. A letter of invitation was sent to the rifle
canned peas, the entire supply needed for the Army clubs whose a!dresses Ma.ioi- Harllce was able to oband Navy for the coming year, was announced July tain. He wishes those rifle clubs whose addresses he
18, with the comment that the price provided is ha8 not obtained to consider the letter addressed to
"much bel()W the present market." The Govern- them also. Captain Moffett has _g·enerously offered
ment's ueeds were outlined to representatives of the the use of the range each Saturday to members of
canners in Washington on July 14 by Herbert the rifle clubs·

(
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GOING IT BLIND
OR

UNDER SEALED ORDERS
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A S~RIAL STORY)
CHAPTER VII (Continued).
He rose pale and haggard. with bloodshot eyes,
and he was far from complacent-looking.
In spite of himself, something kept saying insistently to his inner conscience, "I might be
charged with having thrown him overboard."
"Bah!" he said, sneeringly. "I'm no baby or oUi
woman. I must brace up._ I guess what I need is
a drink."
He rang for a boy, and when he came Julian ordered him to bring him some brandy.
"And be quick about it!" he added.
The boy was back soon with the brandy, and
when Felix had drunk it, he felt stronger, and made
his way to the sitting-room and ate breakfast.
While he was still at the table a rumor was heard,
passing from mouth to mouth, to the effect that a
passenger had mysteriously disappeared during the
night.
"Who has disappeared?" he asked of the man beside him.
"A young man by the name of Ford-Charlie
Ford, I think it is," was the reply. "He's a newspaper correspondent, or something or other like'
that-and an American, from New York, I be, lieve."

CHAPTER VIII.
CHARLIE'S FRIENDS ARE ALARMED.

When Bob Haynes woke up that morning he saw
that his roommate was missing. He thought nothing of it, however, simply supposing that Charlie
had gotten up early, dressed and gone out on deck
t9 get the fresh morning air.
"I'll follow suit," he tho1.1ght.
He got up and dressed and went on deck, but saw
no signs of his friend.
He made the circuit of the promenade, but without seeing his missing comrade.
"Why, where can he be?" he wondered.
He went into the cabin and made his way to the
parlor, library and smoking rooms in turn. But
Charlie was not to be found.
He hastened back to his stateroont, thinking that

.

he had missed Charlie, ahd that he would find hi:-,
friend there.
But he was mistaken; Charlie was not in the
stateroom.
Bob was puzzled, not to say alarmed.
Where could his friend be?
"Surely he wou.ldn't go down on the second cabin
promenade," he murmured.
But he went out, and after making the circuit
of the first-cabin promenade, without seeing anything of his friend, he went down to the secondcabin promenade and made the circuit there.
With no better success. Charlie Ford was not
to b8 found.
·
Alarmed now, Bob hastened' back up to the upper
deck, and went to one of the officers and told him
of his inability to find his friend.
"I'll unearth him· in a jiffy," was the assurance
from the officer.
Bob hoped that the man would be able to make his
words good, but he had doubts regarding it.
And he was right. An hour passed, and the of
fleer came to him and reported that he could not
find Charlie For~:l.
"He's not on the ship," he said, soberly.
Bob turned pale.
"What has become of him, then?" he asked. ·
The officer shook his head.
"Hard telling," he said. "Was your friend much
for coming on deck at night? Some people can't
sleep on shipb~ard, and come out to get the air,
rather than ,stay in a stuffy stateroom."
"No, he seemed to sleep well most of the time that
I have known him 011 shipboard," was the reply.
"It is rather strange; I don't understand it at
ali."
·
"And you are sure he is not aboard?"
"Positive of it."
'
,
Bob was greatly worried. Something had happened to Charlie Ford, that was certain; but what?
Had he gone on deck and fallen overboard? It
would seem so, and yet, Charlie Ford, a wideawakc
r~porter on an American newspaper, was not just
the kind of fellow to fall overboard from a ship.
He ceased ponderiRg the matter presently and
went to tE!ll the girls the news. This was a task ·
that he did not fancy, for he shrewdly suspected that
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"All right; but now, get out of my room; D'you
his sister had taken a great liking to the handsome,
manly young reporter.
hear? Your room is better than your company.
The girls were horrified, and Elsie turned as pale Move! Hike! Skiddoo !"
1
as death and ca:me very near fainting.
"All right; I'll go. But I warn. you that if you
"Oh, I fear he is dead, brother!" she murmured. had a hand in the disappearance of Charlie Ford, I
"And if such is the case, then mark my words, that will bring it home to you, and then-well, I pity
· fellow Julian Felix did the deed!"
you, ·that's all!"
Bob started.
"Close the door when you go ollt," said Felix, in"By Jove, sis," he exclaimed. "I'm more than half solently.
·
"All right!" and Bob went out, closing the door
inclined to think that you are right!"
'
He had gone to the girls' stateroom, as he had with a bang.
Felix had recourse to his brandy-flask, and it was
feared there might be a scene, and he did not wish
it to be public. He did his best to cheer the girls evident that he had been on a nervous strain, for
up, and after a iew minutes Elsie regained some of his hands .trembled, and he looked weak.
Bob, on his part, looked fierce as he strode along
her color, and was .a ble to talk clamly.
She reiterated her belief that Julian Felix was the pass 0ge leading to the deck.
"He did it, the scoundrel! I'm sure he did!"
to blame for the disappearance of Charlie 'Ford.
Bob
gritted. "Well, he shall suffer for it, or my
"I'm going to have a talk with the scoundrel!"
said Bob. "I'll make him own up or I'll break his name isn't Bob Haynes!"
neck!"
·
But the girls feared Bob might get into trouble,
any they tried to persuade him to not go to Felix.
CHAPTER IX.
"He might murder you!" said Elsie.
"No danger of that; he's one of the kind that
IN THE PRESENCE OF RAISULI.
strikes from behind, or in the dark," said Bob.
"Well, I'll wait till after breakfast, and then I'll ask
When Charlie Ford went over the rail and shot
him a few questions and let him know that I am
down toward the water he gave himself up for lo3t.
suspicious of him, at any rate."
He struck the water with a splash and went under,
They went to 'breakfast, and found Felix at the
table, though he got up and went away soon after but was quickly up again, for he was a good swimmer.
their appearance, they having come in late.
Spitting the water out of his mouth, he yelled
The girls did not eat much, but Bob managed to
loudly
for help, but even as he did w he realized
eat about as much as usual. Then he conducted the
girls to the parlor and left them and went out on that there was not much hope that help would come
to him.
deck to look for Felix.
He only gave utterance to three or four cries and
• The fellow was nowhere to be seen und Bob went
then desisted, for he felt that he would need all his
to his stateroom and knocked.
'
"Come in," came_in 'Felix's voice, and Bob en- strength in battling for his life in the water.
The steamer-liglits were in sight only a short time·
tered.
.
and then disappeared, and Charlie Ford was alone
He gave Felix a stern look, and said:
on the water of the Atlantic!
"Where is Charlie Ford?"
"I guess_I'm a goner," was his thought.
A defiant look appeared in the eyes of Felix. He
Although
Charlie did not have much hope of eshad been drinking, and had some Dutch courage.
caping with his life, yet the instinct of self-preserva"I'll neve tell you," he said.
tion was strong within, and he · struck out steadily
"You know what became of him!"
and evenly, to keep himself on the surface as long
"I?"
as possible.
:"Yes, you!"
The sea was pretty smooth, and this made it easier
"Beg your pardon, Mr. Haynes, but you are talk- tlhn it would otherwise have been. But it w.:..s
ing wildly. I know nothing more about your friend rough enough, at the best, so that
a swimmer was
Foi·d than you do. You're on the wrong track."
buffeted more or less, and Charlie felt that he could
Bob was hot-headed and impulsive, and something not stay up more than an hour,
at the most.
in the air of the o1;J;ter angered liim, and he shook
Still, · he would stay up that hour, at any rate.
his finger in Julian's ;(ace. and hissed:
Something might turn up in that time.
"I'll wager anything; that you threw Charlie Ford
He thought of Bob, and of Elsie and Lucy, and
overboard!"
wondered what they would think when morning
But Felix had enough brandy aboard so that the
and found him missing.
accusation did not bite deep, and he snapped his came
H~· wondered if El$ie would care.
fingers and said contemptuously:
Somehow he believed that she would; he hoped
"Prove it, then, my dear fellow-prove it!"
she would, anyhow.
"I will, sooner or later!!' "declared Bob, shaking
. {To be continued.)
'b.is finger more energeticallv than ever.
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NEW~ OF THE DAY
STONECUTTER'S ERROR MAKES A MAN'S AGE
969 YEARS.
In a burial ground in Germantown there is a tombstone which gives the age of him who lies beneath
it, one John Adam, as 969 years.
The . records,. I believe, show that his age was
rightly sixty-nine, and the explanation give'n is that
the stonecutte1· cut his 9 first and then found he had
1
no room for the 6. So he filled in the 9 with cement
and cut behind his first markings.
Time, having worn out the cement, reveals the
tomb of an ancient fit to be classed with those mentioned in Genesis.
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the regulation jam ration of the Army from blackberry straight to jams of alternating kinds, including peach, strawberry and plum.
.
"It _is not difficult to get blackberry jam for 75,000
men," the committee points out in its recommendation, "but it is not practical to attempt to get it for
more than 1,000,000 men, particularly when some of
the crop has already been put up in other than regulation Army tins. Moreover, other ,kinds would
prove a pleasant change for the men."
The Army's estimate of requirements for 1,300,000 men for one· year is 220,642 cases, each of
twenty-four tins.

SOLE SURVIVOR FROM WRECK.
Exactly sixty years ago the sole survivor was rescued frQm one of the most notp.ble wrecks on the
Australian coast.
The ship Dunbar, mistaking the entrance to Sydi1ey harbor by a. few yards only, crashed into an
opening in the cliff called the "Gap," with precipitous rocks 300 feet high, was battered to pieces and
all hei· passengel'S of distinguished Australian colonists returning from England were lost, as well as
the ship's crew, except one man, James W. Johnson,
an Irishman, nineteen years of age, who lay there
for th11ee day~ before being recovered.
By a sfrange coincidence Johnson, then lighthouse
keeper of Newcastle, New South Wales, saved the
sole survivor of the Cawarra ten years later.

SAVE OLD PAPERS.
On account of the shortage of paper, old new;,•
papers and other waste paper have risen to .an important place in the commercial world. To-day the
man who throws down his paper in the cars after he
has finished reading it is regarded as somewhat of
a spendthrift, says Popular Science. ·on the Pennsylvania B,ailroad, for inst,ance, waste papers are
now carefully col1ected. Then- thousands of bags
have been distribu~ed to stations, workshops and
offices of the railroad to facilitate the collection, and
a baling machine has been installed by the company,
which bales 1,,500 tons of olq papers annually. This
waste paper is sofd for $15 -per ton, so that about
$22,500 is realized by the company in 'this way; In
New York City a social workers' club is paying one
l:ent to the children of the poor for every pound of
LAD WALKS FOURTEEN MILES AFTER RAT- old paper they· bring to the club headquarters.
TLER STRUCK HIM.
Willie Kirkpatrick, young son of Henry Kil'kpatNAVY RADIO-SCHOOL AT HARVARD.
rick, of Mountain House, was brought to the Oroville ,
President
Lowell of Harvard University offered
(CaL) Hospital the other day suffering from a ratto
the
Secreta1·y
of the Navy the facilities of the unitlesnake bite. The boy was bitten on the index finP:er by a big rattler as he was scrambling over some versity for the tr:;Jning and quartering of 1,000 stu;ocks in the French Creek Canyon while on a fishing dents to be trained as radio operators. This ·offer
has been accepted. The school for the past three
trip.
_
After being bitten by the rattler the boy had to months has been used for training the naval reserve
walk fourteen miles to his home, where a doctor was operators for general service. On July 26 the per-·
sonnel and equipment of the Navy Radio School,
sumrnop~d, so that it was about fourteen hours after
Navy Yard, New Yorl<, was moved to the univerthe accident beforn medical aid was given.
sity.
The school for electricians other than those
Recently the lad was reported as doing well as
doing radio duty ·for the Navy will be retained at
could be expected, but that all danger from the poithe Navy Yard, New York.
soning was not past.
It is expected that the complement · of the
school will be filled at an early date and t11at tra11,--HIGH COST OF BLACKBERRY JAM MAY men for service at sea will ' be pl'incipally. obtained
CHANGE THE ARMY RATION.
from there. The United States Naval Radio Trainbe located at the university for the
Owing to the p:r:evailing high price of blackberry ing School
jam, the War Department, on recommendatio? of duration of the war. The school will be under naval
the committee on supplies of the Council of National discipline and instructors; v.iho will have the coDefense, is considering the advisability of changing operation of the university authorities.

will
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Good Current News Articles

first requisite is that the air used in blowing the
bubble shall be free from uust. In Professor Dewar's process the air is filtered through cotton wool,
and the bubbles a:re blown by opening a stop-cock
in the air-supply tube. For the soap solution he
prefers the pure.st oleic acid ( tested by the iodine
number) and ammonium soap (not potassium or
sodium). To make a bubble durable the sac of
liquid must be removed from its bottom by suction
through tubes applied from outside . . The lecturer
showed bubbles more than half a yard in diameter,
blown in glass vessels containing pure air at atmosphere pressure. A little water is kept at the
bottom of the vessel. A uniform temperature of
about 50 degrees Fahrenheit is favorable to longevity. Some of Professor Dewar's smaller bubbles
were nearly a year old.
·
1e
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Grins.and Chuckles

MrJ. Willis-So your husband has gone to the borCounty Assessor the Rev. John McKinney, Peter,s- der! I-low does he like it? Mrs. Gillis-I guess he
bu;rgh, Ind., married 'a couple from the country the feels right at home., Mrs, Willis-Indeed! Mrs. Gilother day and was asked by the bridegroom what lis-Yes ; he complains bitterly about the food.
the charge was. He was told that l:l,. clergyman accepted whatever was given him. The bridegroom
The lecturer had been describing some of the
said: "Let's go and smoke." The crowd tittered. sights he had seen abroad. "There are some spectaThe bride whispered something to the husband. He cles," he said, "that one never forgets." "I wish you
gave her $1.50. She handed it to the minister. He would tell me where I can get a pair," exclaimed an
returned 50 cents of ft with thanks.
old lady in the audience. "I am always forgetting
mine."
It is reported that Germany is lining her big guns
Editor.-How's the new society rep9rte1: ! I told
with a uranium which stands up at a rate of fire
destructive to all other known steel alloys. A. neces- him to condense as much as possible. Assistantsary preliminary to the use of such a substance is He did. Here's his account of yesterday's aftera supply of ferro-uranium. This is ordinarily ob- noon tea: "Mrs. Lovely poured, Mrs. Jabber roared,
tained from the uranium oxide which comes as a Mrs. Duller bo1·ed, Mrs. Rasping gored and Mrs. Emby-product in th_e extraction of radium from its ores. bonpoint snored."
Ac.cordingly it presents a problem for the electric
"I told you last Sunday, children," said the Sunfur:nace. This matter is being looked into by the
day
school teacher, "that you should all try to make
Bureau of Mines, in connection with Cornell and
some
one happy during the week. How many of
other .universities.
you have?" "I did," answered one boy promptly.
"I went to see my aunt, and . she's always happy
A new rainfall map of the United St9-tes has been when I go home again."
issued by the United States Department of AgricuLture, as the first installment in the meteorological
"Hav:e you anything ta say in your defense before
section of the great atlas of American agriculture sentence is · pronounced against you?" asked the
which the department has had in preparation for judge. "Only one thing," said the convicted bursome time. The new map is a much more detailed glar. "The only thing I have objected to in this trial
presentation of the annual precipitation of the coun- was being identified by a man that kept his head untry, especially of the Western States, than any pre- der the bedclothes the whole time I was in the room.
viously published. It was prepared in the Weather That is not right at all."
Bureau, and is based on twenty-year records from
1,600 stations, together with about 2.~00 shorter
One of our boys wrote the following terse narrarecords, adjusted to the twenty-year per10d.
tive about Elijah: "There was a man named Elijah.
He had some bears and lived in a cave. Some boys
Professor J. Dewar, in a discourse recent- tormented him. He said: 'If you keep on throwing
ly delivered at the Royal · Institution in London, stones at rhe I'll turn the bears on you and they'll
explained how soap bubbles could be made to last eat you up.' And they did and he did and the bears
for months, and exhibited several specimens. The did."
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AT THE ELEVENTH HOUR.
By KIT CLY~E

The -storm, which ·had been so closely brewing, Ii.ad
broken and spent itself; clouds driven and chased
were shifting. westward, and the masses of folia_ge
overhanging the gate of Hastings Hall were dripping and glistening in the illm:ne of the _fres~lybathed moon, as a young girl, with hasty, faltermg
gait, passed through this stone portal and down
the steps beyond into the deep, shadowy pathway_s
made dim by ancient, widespread trees and the veil
of approaching twilig·ht.
'
"You will leave my house at once!" She hears
again this stern command from her cold, worldly
hunt. Leave the house she had lately entered, at
that aunt's request, indeed, to tarry only so long
as was positively necessary, till she should se~ure
the position of governess that had been promised
her. It had not been love which had made her aunt
invite her into her home. But when,her husband's
brother had died, leaving his daughter portionless,
she knew what the world would say if she did not
offer the orphan protection. To be sure, her hu~band was dead, yet it would appear better to mamfest some interest in a girl who had, before her
fathe:r; was compelled to resign · the il?-po~-tant office
he held gained a position among then- circle of acquaint;nces which would now cause inquiry. Nor
had the young cousin been overlooked by the gay
company assembled at Hastings Hall. Alas! bett~r
had she been than to have aroused within her cousm
Ernstine's bosom the fiend of jealousy, which had
brouo-ht down upon her such woe. Unlike herself,
she ;as the petted queen of fashion, fortune and
rank, while. she, Marigold Hastings, boasted no gold
save that wealth of sun-lit hair which had won her
the na::'le she bore.
" 'An adventuress!' " I 'alluring the man to whom
she is affianced by base means!' Whom can she
mean!' I was not aware she was engaged to be
married. Why not have told me whom she means?
There is no one-but stay-could it be any one not
visiting here? It could not be! But · no, Odrake
Maine would never have deceived me! Yet he has
visited the Hall, and from him alone have I ever received such attentions as might rouse .i~lousy in
another. Can it be he and Ernestine Hastings are
betrothed, and he dared to deceive me! If so, then
I had rather have walked London streets a starving
work-girl than have permitted his favors, rriuch as
I have loved him. Ah! Heavens, it is too bitteir
a thought!" and with an abandon of despair the
girl flung her am1s upward as thought appealing
for denial of this cruel doubt. "I will never believe
it---never-never-never !'' And the liquid music
of the fountain glittering. in the moonbeams seems
to echo the words: "Never-never-never!"
"Very fine piece of acting, I declare, Miss Hastili.gs. Pity you can't adopt the staJ?:e as your future

career," sounds a gibing voice behind her, and Marigold turns to face her cousin Ernestine Hastings.
"How happy you are at guessing! Yes, _you didn't
need to be told it was Odrake Maine! You knew
well when you first began your wiles with him that
he belonged to me! There, don't deny it. It isn't
worth a lie, you know. So you love him! You admit it! Then read that!" and with the de!iberate
quietness of a vindictive nature she lays before
the aff righted, in·s ulted eyes of her companion a slip
of newspaper. And in the pale moonlight Marigold
reads these words :
"The announcement of an engagement between
Miss Ernestine Hastings, daughter of Lord and Lady
Hastings, and Mr. Odrake Maine of Harrow Head,
has been made public: The wedding will take place
late in the fall."
·
"You love him!" repeated Miss Has tings, with
evident enjoyment at the sight of Marigold's paling
features. "You can see how much he loves you."
Thrusting the dire message back toward her, the
girl darted away into the shadows, there to "hide
her shame and misery from the searching, cold eyes
of her enemy.
Marigold's frenzieq., reckless walk led her before
she was aware into the margin of a piece of woodland oft frequented during the day by the visitors
assembled at the Hall.
Suddenly, over the leafy carpet of the grove
sounded the tread of advancing footsteps, and almost
before she could retreat some men appeared in shadowy outline before her. But what is it they bear
upon their should~rs? It is that woeful object always .startling to an observer, used in bearing the
wounded or dead.
Upon it the outlines of
human form partly
covered by a railway rug are discernible. At sight
of Marigold the m"en hasten to explain.
"An accident on the train, miss. Terrible work
This poor young man's bad hurted, miss, an' we's
taking him to the 'All, miss, as to where he's known.
folks say.''
·
Her gaze remains riveted for an instant up-0n thE
face of the wounded man,. and then a shudder of pain
and terror indescribable passes over her.
The face is ,that of her cousin's fiance--the man
she loves-Odrake Maine.

a

"Oh, poor child! What is this'?"
It is twenty minutes later, and over the inanimate!,
delicate form a clumsy, awkwardly-built but wellr.ttired man is bending: His movements Hre clumsy
and nervous, and his large, Englishs ,ome,vhat ex1-,r1;ssionless countenance is flushed, as he raises th'}
fair moon-wushed face till it rests upon his arm
and presses ?-. flask of brandy to her lips. When
Marigold recoversl'consciousness she recognizes in
her assistant Mr. Wygate, a well-to-do curate, who,
if the truth be told, had de,;oted himself most assiduously to the winning of Marigold's good graces
during her sojourn at the Hall.
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But the remembrance of the awful encounter that
had thrown her into her unconscious condition
rushes over her, and, oblivious of all things else,
she beseeches him to lead he:i;- to the house.
Two hours later finds her whirling away-not
home, but to a quiet hamlet where dwells an old
friend of her father's, alone, save for his good housekeeper. Upon her father's death he had offered her
his hospitalities, and for a brief time Marigold had
accepted of his courtesy. But he was poor, and his
influence impotent, owing to his secluded life.
It had been during her sojourn with Mr. Holibird
that fate led Odrake Maine across her . pathway.
Handsome and winning of manner, distantly related
to her father's family, he had won Marigold's regard
at once, and it had been through his aid her prospective ,g overness' position had been secured. Without word on either side "soft eyes" had 1'looked love
to eyes which spoke again," and though brief acquaintance was rudely interrupted, Marigold had
a right to dream over his parting message and watch
for his coming.
1
"Father is taken very ill at the baths, perhaps
dying. I shall seek you upon my return wherever
you are."
Again that mocking laugh sounds from her lips
as this message recurs · to her within the seclusion
of Mr. Hollister's hermitage. Yet all through the
night, through the next day, thr~mgh another night,
the awful suspense hangs over her. Will he die?
She had heard the servants saying as she left the
Hall that the doctors had said there was hope. But
to her there is no hope-why should she give him
thought? Alas, she does not see him dead. Better
that she could. She sees him moaning-fevertossed-a tall, dark girl (dark in her cruel Spanish
pallor) , bending over him! She will soothe him
back to health, or else hold him jn her jealous em'brace until he is drawn into that inexorable one of
death-;-grim, merciless, unhearing.
Poor child; she little knows how close . to that
embrace she is hers~lf hovering.
"Do not talk of the wedding outside, Mrs. Priorly," says old Mr. Holibird. "The curate is a sober
body himself, you know, and does not care for fuss,
and Miss Marigold wishes it very quiet-she is too
weak to meet strangers. This terrible fever she
has had has left her system in a very weakened
condition. Mr. Wygate thinks a great deal of her
in his way-he followed her here so ·quickly I am
sure of that, and I am glad to see the daught~r of my
friend so well provided for:. Ah, here she comes
now. Well, child, art'ready to be married to-morrow?"
,,1:;,. Marigold smiled f'Jfritly and passed. her hand
!lcross her face. "Married to-morrow! Was this
really true? Well, it didn't much matter-that was
best after all-to be · married. ~he couldn't teach
now--she was too weak, and she couldn't live on
with poor Mr. Holibird." "
A tap Sbimded upon the door, and masculine voices

were heard without, evidently exchanging civilities.
Marigold rose, a slight flush in her cheeks. The
form that first advanced was one grown familiar
to her. It was the man she was to wed on the morrow. He pressed forward, eager to present the
bouquet he had brought her.
"Odraks !" It is but a word-a mere breath of
speeech, yet the tall young man who has entered
behind the curate has dashed straight at the sound
to the frail girl's side and caught her in his arms.
And despite indignant claims and expostulations
from the badly treated bridegroom-ele~t, it is in
them that she opens her eyes again to consciousness-to a consciousness of a joy she had believed .
dead-to see Odrake Maine's eyes gazing with more
than the olsf love into her own.
"Give her to me! She is mine!" Jclur-ts forth thP.
outraged, discomfited curate, who, if he did not, like
the bridegroom in Lord Lochinvar, "stand dangling
his bonnet and plume," had certainly clung to his
hat and bouquet for dear life, thus, by his awkward
helplessness and determination to shout his claims
as he thrust !himself forward, caused Mrs. Priorly
to spill half of her cherished "camphire," much to
the good woman's disgust. "Stop, sir, she is to be
my wife to-morr?w."
"Marigold, is this true?" cries the startled young
man, shrinking from her. "Is it true you would
ri.ot wait for me? Yet you must have heard· I was
ill-almost dying."
Marigold's eyes are glued to his, as though she
would read into his soul. It is as though no one
were there but them two, as she slowly made
answer.
"Had you a right to expect I should wait? Were
you not affianced to Ernestine Hastings?"
"Never! Who told you such a falsehood?"
"She-herself. E\he showed me the announcement
in the paper."
"A fabrication! I never dreamE>d of her as a
wife, nor of any woman save yourself."
Marigold raised herself erect-her eyes downcast,
her cheeks alight like two wild roses in the sunrise.
"Then, Mr. Wygate, deeply sorry as I am to pain
you-deeply grateful as I i:im to you-it were better
I never become your wife; for-I love another! Try
to forgive me," and she extended a trembling little
hand toV\liard him.
But Mr. Wygate was quite beside himself-pardonalHy so, perhaps. He ignored the han·d, forgot
his cu.rate's breeding, and, I fear, something else,
from the more energetic language which fell from
his clerical lips ·as he tore himself away.
"He'll get over it," quoth Mrs. Priorly, practically; for, to her, Odrake Maine, with his good old
name i'tnd good old acres, was not to be cut out by
a curate, even on the eve of his , wedding day.
And he did get over it, for he had chosen another
wife within three months from the scene above recorded.
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
ROBBER

PICKS

GOLD FROM DENTIST'S
TEETH.
A robber who broke into tlie office of Dr. Bertram
Ball, at No. 65 Warburton avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.,
and stole the gold from his teeth (false ones, of
course) and got away with $500 worth of loot.
The robber broke sets of teeth the dentist had
made for patients, selecting gold bridgE;)work in
some cases. Patients will be put to the -inconvenience of being fitted over again.
This is the second time the· dentist's office has
been robbed within a year. The first time the thief
took $75 worth of. teeth.

The inc1•eased railroad fares will become effective
January 1, 1918, and are in addition to the tax on
reserved seat tickets, which already amounts to 16
per cent. for first class, 14 per cent. for second, 12
per cent. for third and 10 per cent. for fourth class
tickets. The general increase in fares will be 10
per cent.

IN BUYING COURT PLASTER PUBLIC MUST BE
CAREFUL.
The Department of Justice authorized ithe following statement relative to its investigat}on of sales
of germ-infected court plasters in various sections
of the United States:
BUNGALOW ON WHEELS.
"The Department of Justice, without sharing in
Traveling in a "home on wheels," Mr. and Mrs. any sensational view as to the manner in . which
J. H. Basel, of Milton Junction, Wis., arrived at sticking plaster or court plaster became infected,
Marysville, Ore., recently on their way home.
states that some of the samples submitted and anMr. and Mrs. Basel are comfortably quartered in a alyzed have been thereby shown to contain tetanus
neat little house built on a motor car chassis. The Igerms. The public is consequently cautioned against
house is 6 by 6 by 13 feet, contains a cooking gallery, \purchasing this remedy except from approved
lavatory, table, chairs and bed. There are three sources, the warning being particularly directed
windows on each side of the house and one in the \against purchases in· small packages from street
rear. The house is built of basSWQOd and covered peddlers and vendors.
,
with caavas. The floor is covered with rugs and the
"The samples of sticking plaster mentioned by
windows curtained. They have traveled 4,750 miles Secretary of Commerce Redfield will be analyzed imin theil' nomadic home.
mediately."
,
NEGROES WALK TO ENLIST.
.
RUSSIAN WOLVES.
Eight negroes who walked from Longview to Dal- I In the cm_irse of last w~nter's c~mpaign the wolves
las Tex.-124 miles-to enlist in the army were of the Polish and Baltic Russian stretches !\ad
ke~nly disappointed the other day when told at a a~as_sed to such numbers i_n the Kovno-Wilna-Minsk
local recruiting station that all .negrn regiments are d:stnct as to become ~ veritable plague to both Rusrecruited to full strength and that no negroes are sian and German fightmg forces. So persistent were
being taken.
the half-star':ed beasts in their attac~s on small
After pleading in vain that they be permitted to groups of soldiers that· they became a serious menace
join the army anyway, the negroes said they would even to fighting men in the trenches. Poison, rifle
walk back to Longview. Replying to a question by fire, hapd grenades, and even machine guns were
a recruiting officer as to whether he had ever suf- successively tried in attempts to eradicate the nuifered from disease, the leader of the negroes said I sance. But all to no avail. The wolves-nowhere
he was in "puffeck" health and had never had to be found quite so large and powerful as in Russia
"nothin' 'cept a smile."
-were desperate. in their hunger and regardless of
He and his comrades looked the part, all being danger. Fresh packs would appear in place of those
~trong, husky ?Oung men and none the worse for that were kllled by th,e Rus§jan and German troops.
• their long ~'hike."
As a last resort, the two adversaries, with the consent of their commanderi{entered in.to. negotiations
GERMAN TRAVEL RESTRICTED.
for an armistice and joined forces to overcome the
Fewer ·trains and higher fares are the o:i:der of wolf plague. For a short time there was peace.
the day in Germany, says an Associated Press cor- 'A:r1;d i_n no haphazard fa?hion was the task of vanrespondent. The restriction of railroad traffic is qmshmg the mutual foe undertaken. The wolyes
very drastic. Whereas formerly twenty-nine trains were gradually rounded _up, and eventually se_veral
ran in each direction daily between Berlin and the hundred of them were killed. The other fled m all
West, now there are only thirteen. Between Berlin directions, making their' ~scape from carnage the
and the East previously thete were thirteen or four- like of which they had neyer encountE;)red. It is reteen connections; now ,the number is limited to five ported that the soldiers , have not, been molested
or six.
.again.
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1,200 MEN IN COLLEGES TRAIN 'FOR AIR
CORPS.
There are now more than 1,200 candidates for
th~ A_viation Corps in training at the University of
Illmo1s, the University of Texas, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology the University of California, and the Universit; of Ohio. A hundred are
being trained at the ground schools which were
opened at Princeton and the Georgia Institute of
T'echnology on July 2. The six ground schools first
named are expected to graduate an average of 150
a week every week from now on and, beginning five
w~eks hence, when Princeton and the Georgia Inshtute also begin to t;urn out graduates, the total
for the country will be swelled to 200 a week or a
prospective 10,400 _graduates during the next' year.
LOCKED DOG IN TOWER.
The big city clock in the 600-foot tower on College
Hill, Rome, Ga., was stopped by a dog.
When City Timekeeper Williamson went to wind
the clock two days before, as he does every week
a dog followed him 01:i the winding stairway and
when the timekeeper left he did not notice that he
had locl\ed the dog in the clock when he closed the
door that leads to it.
I:or two days, without( water or food, the dog
whmed and barked 600 feet above the city, but, of
course, was not heard.
Then people of the city looking at the clock saw
that it had stopped, and some one notified the timekeeper, ·who went to see what was the matter. He
saw the dog lying against the big pendulum, snarling
savagely. A policeman brought the animal safeiy
to earth. It was almost starved by its two -days'
fast, but has recovered.

I

'

SNOWS CAUSE DEATH OF ELKS.
Many of the elks in the two principal Yellowstone
herds perished through the conditions which exis~ed this year, due to an exceptionally heavy winter
snowfall and_ the late oncoming of spring, says Popular Mec):iamcs. Deep, crusted snow prevented elk
from getting at their usuai feed, and the weakened
animals, especially the calves, died tapidly in spite
of the large supplies of hay provided by, the Gove1·nment for such emergencies, which were soon
exhausted. One of the herds, numbering more than
W,000 elk, usually winters around Jackson's Hole
in Wyoming, and is known as th~ southern herd'.
The Biological Survey had provided OVl=l' 600 tons
)f hay for feeding them, but the losses amounted to
;>0ssibly one-third of the entire number, including
;)ractically all last year's calves. The ,northern or
park herd is estimated to contain 30,000 elk, and
these were widely scattered in search. of food ' with
considerable losses probable.

ALJJ KINDS

TO BANISH EGG SHAMPOOS.
J D K'
· · imerer, a barber of South Bend, Ind.,
has a scheme_ to save 250,000,000 eggs a ye_ar for
the consumpt10n of the ~)eople. He has put his ~lan
before ~at10nal Food Director Hoover and received
from him assuran~e of its consideration. Kimerer
would do away with the egi shampoo during the
war. He says that on an average, which is considered low'. each barber in the_ United States gives
thre_e ~gg shampoos a week, usmg two eggs. Recent
~tatishcs show that there are 300,000 barbers. Thus
if the_ Government placed a b~n on egg shampoos for
men it would n:ean the savmg of 93,600,000 eggs
each year, provided each barber averaged but three
shampoos. But o~her barbers in the ~ity say the
average of three is too low and that it would be
nearer six or eight. Figured at that rate, more than
200,000,000 eggs could be saved. It is a hard matter
to get at the num};>er of eggs used by women for
shampooing, inasmuch as many do their own wo1·k.
However, a hail'dresser estimates that 50,000,000
eggs are used each year.

•

NEW GOVERNMENT STEAMER.
The Department of Commerce annou11ces that
the new steamer Surveyor, of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, is expected to arrive at Washington •
this week to receive her equipment of instruments.
The Surveyor is an all steel vessel of 1,000 tons
displacement, desig;ned for wo.rk as an offshore surveying ship in the north Pacific and particularly off
the coast of Alaska. She is 183 feet long, with 34
feet beam and 12 feet loaded draft. Power is furnished by a single triple-expansion engine of 1,000
horsepower.·. Oil is used as fuel in the boilern.
The Surveyor has a storage.' capacity of 1 75,000
gallons-enough to carry her 5,000 miles at full
speed or 7,500 miles at working speed.
The vessel is equipped with water tanks and
storerooms sufficient for a period of six moi.1ths, and
is desigf\ed to keep the sea without making port
for several months at a time. The refrigerators are
exceptionally large so that the crew may have fresh •
meats and vegetables while distant from port for
considerable periods during the long ·surveying season.
The Surveyor will cany a full equipment of surveying instruments, including two sounding ma-'
chines, one electrically driven and one steam driven.
Her boat equipment con:sists of four motor-driven
launches, two whale boats and Sfveral dories. The
radio equipment was designed, made and installed
by the Bureau of Standard~ of the Department of
Commerce.

~OLD

PLATED COMBINATION SET.

H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., fi'klyn, N. Y.
CRESCENT
AND
PUZZLE.

Tl1e puzzle Is to separnte
tllo one star from the
l1nke1l star and creRcent
without using force. Price,
10 cPnt s; 3 fn1· 25 rents, by
mall, postpaid.
WOLFI_. Novelty Co.,
!GS W. 23,l St., N. Y.

In fact,

any num-ber of tricks of this charncter can be
performed by it. A very necessary magical
Price 15c.
accessory.
l'll.4.NK SJIITH. S8S Lenox Ave., N.' Y.
LUCKY

PENNY

POCl{ET

PIECE.

'l'his haod~o111e pocket
piece is made or alu1u 1 u u u1, 1·esewOliug
~ornewbut lu size u11<.l

silver
,1ppearance a
dollar. Iu tile ceuter
of t Ile peck et piece is
a nc" one-cent U. S.
coin, inserted in sucll

a war that It ran11ot
(U. S.
be remove<!.
lnws p re v c n t 01ir
showing tbis coin In
our engrnvingJ. On one si<lc of the pocket
piece are the words, "f,u~ky penny pocket
piece; l !,ring good luck." on<l the des1,:n
of a horseshor,. On the opposile side, "I am
your m:1scot,'' "l(ee-p me nn<l ne,er go
hroke," anrl two sprigs of four-leafed clover.
These handsome pocket pie~es ore hell6ve,I
by many to he harbingers of good luck.
Pr[ce 12 cents; 3 for 30 <'ents; by mall,
postpaid.
H. F. LANG, 1815 C<'ntre l"t.. n°klyn, N. Y.

n,n·tvs

LOCK T'U7ZT.F..

Without e,ceptlon. this
Is the hardest one of all.

And ~·et, tr you have
the directions yon can
H)r.v easli.v do It. It consists of a rin.i:; passecl
through two Jinks on
'l'he shanks or
shafts.
this pu7.zfe are nlwnys
Get one
In tile wny.
and learn how to toke the ring orr. Price
16c, by mull, posfpaid, "·ith directions.
H. F'. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
'l'his handsome
cn s e

'l'he latest nri<l
m o s t rnsclnatiug
puzzle ever placed
on the market.
Patented ?.Jay 30.
It couslsts of tour
revolving .d i a I s,
each dial containing rn figures, 6-l
tlgnres in all. To
open the safe these
dials m u st be
tu rnerl around un·
UI the figures In
ench of the 16 col·
umn~ aclded to·
gether total 40. The puzzle Is mude on the
»Ian of the combination lock on the large
Iron safes t)1at open on a comhinatlon or
f.gures. Persons have been known tv sit
up nil night, so Interested have t!Jey be·
colne trying to get encb column to total 40.
In tills fnscinati11g puzzle. WiliJ the printed
key which we send with each puzzle tbe fig·
ures can be set in a few minutes so ns to
total 40 ln each column.
Price 1 G ~Pnts: mJl11cd. poi<tpnrn.
.... F. J,ANG, 111111 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
BlaLANCING

THE

BIRD . .

It measures more
tban tour Inches from
tip to tip of wings.
nncl will balance perfectly on the tip ot
your ll1<ger nall, on
the point ot a lend
pencil, o r o n a n y
po Int e d lnstrum~nt.
only the tip of the bill
resting on tile nail or
pencil point, the wllole
body or the bird being suspended ln the
olr n·ith nothing to rest on. It will not
tnll orr unless shaken oft. A great novelty,
Wnn<lerful amusing nnd lnstructlve.
Price 10' cents. mailed postpaid.
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23<1 St., N. Y.
SHERIFF

BADGE.

With this badge at·
tnchcd to your coat or
Yest you can show the
boys that you are a
sheriff, and If they
don't belrnve them·
selves you might lock
them up. rt is n beautiful nickel-plated badge,
2¼ by 2½ Inches In
size, with tbe words
''Sheriff 23. By IIerk"
In nickel letters on the face of It, w\tb a pin
on the hnck for attaehing It to your clothing. 8e11tl for one and have some tun with
th
t, 0.;;·5 cPnts, or s for 40 cents; sent by

$

COIN Co., nox 9lS, J.e Roy, N. Y.

CACHOO AND ITCTI I'OWDER,

As Itch powder. Cn~boo ancl Bombs 11re
unmnllable. we cannot accept orders for !es~
than Ona Dollar's worth of nn assortment.
'l'hey cnn be sent hy express only, on whicti
we will prepay the rhnrges.
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
RUBBER SLCliER.

Rubber Vacuum Suckers

-

Dishes end
The latest novelty out l
plates will stick to the table, cups to tl10
saucers like i;ine. Put one under a [/" •,
and then try co lift It. Yon can't. Lots ol
fun. Always put It on o smooth surfacP.
and wet the rubber. Many other trick3
con be accomplished with this novelty .
Price 12 eta. each by mail. postpr.td.
C. BEHR, 150 ,v. 62cl Street, N. Y.

GOOD LUCK GUN FOB.
The rea,,l western article
carried bf the cowboys. It
is made of fine leather
with a highly nickeled
buckle. The holster contains a metal gun, of the
same pattern as those used
by all the most famous
scouts. · Any boy wearing
one of these fobs will atIt will
tract attention.
give him an air of western
romance. The prettiest
anrl most serviceable watch
fob ever made. Send for
tme to-day. Price 20 cents
pr,rh hv mflil nof;tnairl.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

rl~
m~~·l ;.1;.18; 1815 Centre st., B'klyn, N, Y.

ap

4

pears to be filled
with flue cigar~.
It your fr i en d
smokes ask b I m
to !Ja,c u cigar
with vou . As be
reaches OU t for
one the cigars,
like a flash, instantly disappear
into the ~nse enof
o ut
tirely
sight, greatly to
bis surprise and
:1stonlshmcnt. You
can beg bis par·
don and state you
thought there were some cigar~ left In the
case. A slight pressure on sides or case
causes the clgnrs to disu ppear as It by
magic. By touching a wirn at l.lottom of
case the cigars inst~ntly appear again In
their proper puslllvn m tlle case. As real
tobacco ts used they are sure to deccl\·e
any one. 't Is one of the best pructlcal
jokes or tbe season. A novelty with "hich
you can have lots or fun.
Price 35 cents, sent by parcel post, pc,st·
paid.
C. BEIIR. 150 W. 62d St~ N. Y.

2 to s;;oo EACH palcl for hun,lrerls of
old Coins. Keep ALL mone.v dated b•·
fore 1895 and 8'\'1d Ten cents for l\ew
Illustrated Coln Yr.lne Book, size 4x7.
lt mn.v menu your Fortune. CLAHli.li

0

CIGAR CAbE,

cigar

lllY'STERIOUS PLATE LIFTER.

GP.EAT BURGLAR PUZZLE,

MAGIC CARD BOX.-A very cleverly made

box or exchanging or vanishing cards.

31

lllnrle of fine rubber. with bulb on one end
nn<i inflator at other. Pince it uucler a table
Co\'er. under plate or glass. nod bulb is
pressed underneath, object rises mysteri011slr: 40 inche~ long. Price 2.,c., postpaicl.
C. BEIIR. 150 W. 62<1 St., New York City.

Gold plated combination set, with turi~fJ~e ston_e. Price lOc. each uy mail, post-

STAil;

WILD WEST WEEKLY.

THE ELR HEAD

PUZZLE.

Just out nn<l one of tbe
fascinating pu7.7.les on
the market. The stunt Is to
separate the antlers and rejoin them. · rt looks easy, but
try It and you will admit that
It Is wlt11out ex'ceptlon the best puzzle you
have ever seen. You can't leave It alone.
!l!ndo of sll,ered metal. Prlcc 12c.: 3 tor
soc., sent by man .• postpa!d.
0. BEHR, 150 W. 6'!d Street, N. Y.
~ most
~

Hold discs in each band and twist th6
strings by swinging the toy around and
around about 30 times. 'l'hen move th~
hands apart, J?Uliing on !be discs and
causing tbe strmgs to untwist. This will
rotate the wheel and cause the sparks to
fly. 'l'he continued rotation o! the wheel
will again twist the strings. When this
twisting commences slacken the strings
slightly untli they alle full twisted, thP.11
pull.
Price 25 cts. each hy mall, postpn 1,1.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
BLACK-EYF. JOKE.
New and ..musing joker. 1'hr:
victim Js tole tc hold the t11;10
close to his eye ~'> aB to exclurl3

THB SPIDER WEB PUZZLR.

very Interesting littie puzzle. It consists
of a bea vlly n lckele(l
~late and brass ring.
rhe object is to #et
tlle rlug from the sl(le
to the center and back.
Tbls Is very bard, but
directions
give
we
making It easy. Price,
10 cents each, llY mall.
postpaid.

.A

•

. FRANK 81\llTH,
1183 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

all light from the back, and then

~u~~~

J1

to remove the tube until pic,urc::,
Jn · lrying
appear In the center.
to locate the pictures he wfll re ..
celve the flnest blacK-eye you ever
saw. ,ve turn~ a small box ot
blackening preparation v..•ith each
tube. so the joke can be used indetlnlt.ely. Those not !c "th~ triclc
will .be caught every ume. Abso-~rmless. Price by mall 15c, each,

2 0

C. BEHR. 150 W. 62d St .. New York City.

THE KAZOO.

TRICK CIGARETTE BOX.

This one Is a corker I Get a box right
away, It you want to have a barrel o! joy,
Here's the SP<'ret: It looks like an ordl·
nary red box of Turkish cigarettes. But
It cont.alns a trigger, under which IOU
place a paper cap. Offer your friend a
ernoke aud he raises the lid of tne box.
'l'hat ~xplodes the en p, and I! you are
wise you will get out o! sight with the
box before he gets over thlnklni: he was
,110t. T'rire Joe., postpaid.
WOLFF Nonlty Co., 168 W. 2Sd St., N, Y,

Made In tbe exact shape of a subWith this comical little
marine.
instrument you can give a I.Jrlde
and groom one of the finest serenades they ever received. Or, if you
wish to use it as a ventriloquist,
you will so completely chan_ge your
,olce that your best friend will not
recognize It. Price, Uc, by mall,
postpaid.
WO.LFF Novelty Co,, 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
I

l\IAGIC LINK PUZZLf:,
THE llODERN DANCERS.

These dancers are set
In a gilt frame, the size
of our engraving. Hy
ligbtlng a match and
moving It In circular
form at tbe back they
can be made to dance
furiously, the heat from
the match w a r rn I n g
them up. If you want
to see an up-to-date
tango dance send tor
this pretty charm.
Price, 15 ce nts, or 3
for 40 cents, sent by mail, postpaid.
Wolff Norelty (o., 168 W. 23d St., N, , Y,
·

,

TUE QUESTION PU!ZZLE.
'l'wo lhu,.;. !rt the torm
of q uestiun wnrl<ff, !as-

tenetl together 11t the top.
'l'he object is to disengage one link from the
1 otller.
It cannot be ' done
dh·ectlons.
the
without
Price 10c, by mall, pos~i, ... u, with directions.
WOLJf F Novelty Co., JOS W. 23d St .. N. Y.

0000

JI'l'NEY

nus

GAME,

circular metal box
In·
with a glass top.
side ls u tiny garage
fixed at one side and a
little
traveling
loose
l•'ord. It requires an exWOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N, Y.
.~
pert to get the swiftly
movlug auto into the
THE LUNG TESTER.
garage. This one grnba
We lia ve bore one of
Interest, holds it,
your
the greatest Utle nov·
and armost makes you
el ties ever ,produced. wlld wl.Jeu you fine!
repeated trials
after
with this Instrument how hard it Is to tto the trick.
Price 12c,
al.Jsolut,uy
can
you
postpaid.
mail,
by
test tbe strength or WOL.E'.1!' Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y,
your :,rngs. It bas au·
intllcator ,w hich clearly shows you the numROUGH RIDER DJSC PISTOL,
ber of pounds you can
Lots of fun
blow.
lllade or nicely collungs.
your
testing
ored wood 5½ inches ,
Gt t one and see what
long. '.!.'he power I&
a good lllower you are.
furnished by rubber
Price 15c, by mall,
bands. Ten discs of
postpaid.
wrdl.Joa1·d with each
FRANK Sllll'l'H. S83 Lenox Ave., N, Y,
, pistol. Price. 6c. each,
by mat!. oostpald.
A

g e ther just exactly tile same way waglcians link their
hoops. It looks dead easy. llut we de!y
anyllody to do It unless they kno,w the
secret. Prlce - 10c, by mall, postpaid.

~

WOLFF Novelty Co .. 168 W. 23t. St., N. Y,

,A very handsome fountain pen case
to wblch is attached a pocket holder
neatly made o! metal and highly
nlcke·l-plated. When your friend de·
sires the use of your pen and gets It,
lie ls very much astonished when he
,·cmoves the cap by the s:,d,len and
Joucl noise of the explosion that occurs, and yet a little. paper cap does
It all. Prtca. Soc, by mall, 11ostpald.
ttANl{ Sl\lIT.H. 383 I;enox Ave,

C, BEHR, 130 W. 62d St .. New York City.

I ;1' ~ ~
' ;~b~i~:link them to·

THE WAR FOUNTAIN PEN.

1,

A nut.llber or

The simplest trick .out.
All you have to do ls to
get the cigarette into
Charlie's mouth. Ah, ha I
llut can you do it? We
Anyhow, you
doubt it.
might try . It's a sate bet
your frie,;ids can't work
It. The trick is a sta·
tlonar:v bead and a loose
cigarette In a metal box
with a gmss top. lf yon dou·t get one you'll
regret It, tbat's all. Price 12c, by mall,
postpaid. '

THE

RUBBER DAGGER.

On account of the ,~ar we havo
sullstituted this novelty !or tha
:Magic Dagger. It ls eight Inches In
length, macle to look exactly like 11
steel weapon and would deceive almost anybody at whom you might
thrust It. But as the blade is made
of rublle!', it can do no injury,
Price 15c, by mail. postp,iid.
ll,

F.

N, Y,

LANG, 1815 Centre
Brooklyn, New Yori<.

FORTUNE TELLING CARDS.

The most comical fortune tl)lling cards
ever issued. Every oue a joke that will
arouse screams of langhter. Tiley are shuffl ed, and one is dra"a- red for ladles, wbltr
tor gen tleruen. 0 n the dr<t wn card ls a
mirtb -provoking picture, and a few words
revealing your fortune. Price G~ •• sent by
Street. mail. postpaid.
C. BEUR, 150 W. 62d Street, N, Y.

READ THIS ONE!

"Movine Picture Stories"
A WEEKLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO PHOTOPLAYS AND PLAYERS

PRICE 6c PER COPY

--:al

_.., .

1

PRICE 5c PER COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
ENJOY YOURSELF I
BUY A COPY!
Magnificent Colored.Cover Portraits of Prominent Perfonnerc!
O:UT EVEUY FRIDA y
32 PAGES OF READING
EACH NUMBER CONTAINS
New 'Portraits a-n.d Biographies of Actors and Actresses
Six Stories .-,f the Best Films on the Screens
Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the Plays
Interesting Articles About Prominent ·People in the Filme
Doings of Actors and Actresses in the Studios and whiie Picttlre-making
Lessons in Scenario Writing, and names of Companies ;who buy your plays
Poems, Jokes, and every bright Feature of Interest in Making Moving Pictures
1
THiS LITTLE MAGAZINE GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR MONEY THAN ANY OTHER SIMILAR·, PUBLICATION ON THE MARKET!
Its authors are the very best that money can procure;its profuse illustrations are exquisite, ar.d its special arti·
cles are by the greatest experts in their particular line.
No amount of money is being spared to make this publication the very best of its kind in the world.
Bu-1 a copy "NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 6 cents in money or postage-stamps, and we will mail you
any number you desire

HARRY E.

WOLFF, Publisher, _166 West 23d Street, New York City

I

WILD WEST WEEKLY

-LATEST ISSUES--

766 Young Wild West Routing the Robbers; or, Saving Tw o
..Million Dollars.
767 Young Wild West at Rattlesnake Run; or, Arietta's Deal
With Death.
768 Young Wild West's Winning Streak! or, A Straight Trail to
'I'ombstone.
769 Young Wild West's Lightning Lariat; or, Arietta and the
Road Agents.
770 Young Wild West's ·Red-Hot Ride; or, Pursued by the
Comanches. ,
771 Young- Wild West and the Blazed Trail; or, Arletta as a
Scout.
772 Yot1n1? Wild West's Four of a Kind; or, A Curious Com . binntion.
773 Young Wild ·west Caught by the Crooks; or, Arietta On
Hand .
774 Young- Wild West and the Ten T>0rrors; or, The Doom of
Dashini,: Dan.
775 Young Wild West's Barrel of "Dust"; or, Arletta's Chance
Shot.
776 Young Wild West's Triple Claim; or, Simple Sam, the "Sun-

751 Young Wild West At tbe Little Big Horn: or, The Last Stand
of the Cnvitlry.
752 Young Wild West's Big Bluff; or, Playing A Lone Rand. dlt
753 Young Wild West At Bowle ll"nd; or, Tbe Ban of the Ban
Band.
754 Young Wild Wt>st's Ton of Gold; or. The Accldent to Arlerta.
755 Yoimg Wild West's Green Corn Dance; or, A Lively Tune
Wltb the Pawnees.
756 Young Wild West a-nd the Cowboy King; or, •.ramlng a Texas
"Terror."
757 Young Wild West's Pocket of Gold; or, Artetta's Great Discovery. .
758 Young WUd West and "Shawnee !,;am"; or, The Bait-Breed 's
Treachery.
759 Young Wild West's Cov:ered Tran; or, Arletta and the
Avalanche.
760 Young Wild West and the Diamond Dagger; or. '.!.'be Mexlcan Girl's Revenge.
761 Young Wild ,vest at Sil'ver Shine; or, A Towe Run .by "Ten·
derfoots."

do,vner.''

762 Young Wild West Surroµnded by Sioux; or, Arietta and tbe
777 Young Wild West's Curious Compact; or, Arietta As An
Aeronaut.
Avenger.
763 Young WUd West and the "Puzzle of the Camp"; or, The
778 Young Wild West's .Wampum Belt; or, Under the Ban of tbe
Girl Wbo Owned the Gulch.
.
Utes.
764 Young Wild West and the Mustangers; or, The Boss of the
779 Young Wild West and the Rio Grande Rustlers; or, The
Broocho Busters.
·
Branding at Buckhorn Ranch.
765 Young Wild West After the Apaches; or, Arletta's Arizona
780 Young Wild West and the Line League; or, Arietta Among
Adventure.
·
· the Smugglers.
For sale by all newsdealers, or w!ll be sent to any address on recelpt of price, 6 cents, per copy, m money or postage stamps, .l>Y

FRANK

TOUSEY,

168 West 23d St., N. Y.

Publisher

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS

of these weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from the publishers direct. Write out
and fill -in your Order and send it with the price of the weeklies you want, and the weeklies will be sent to you by return
.
mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.
.

OUR TEN-CENT
No. 46. HOW TO 111AKE AND .USE ELEOTRICITY.-A description of the w onderful
u ses of eleetricity and electro magnetism; to-

getl.J e ,· with full instructions for making
Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By George
Trehel, .A.,M., M.D. Containing over fifty lllustrations.
No. 47. IIOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND,
DJtlVE A HOUSE.- .A. complete treatise on
the horse. Describing tbe most ,useful horses
for business, the best horses for the road;
also valuable recipes for diseases peculiar to
the horse.
No. 48.
HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
OANOES.-A handy book tor boys, contain-

log full directions for constructing canoes
· nnd the most popular manner of sailing
tllem. Fully t11 ustrated.
No. 49.

no,v

T-0 DEBATE.-Givlng rules

for conducting debates, outlines for debates,
questions for discus:sion, and tbe best
sources for procuring information on the
question given,
<.:! No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND
ANillfALS.-A. valuable book, givin-g instructions in conecting, preparing, mounting and
preserving · birds, animals and insects,
No . ol.

now

TO DO TRICKS WITJI

CARDS.-Containing exi:Hanat!ons of the
&"eneral principles ot sl1>lght-of-band appUcable to card tricks; of card tricks with
ordinary cards, and not requiring sleig'htot-nand; of tricks involving slel.gbt-of-hand,
or the use of specially prepared cards. 11lustrated.
...
No. IS2. HOW TO PLAY CARDS .---Oivml\'
the rules and full directions f<ir pla;ving
Elnchre,
Cribbage,
Casino,
For.ty-Fi,ve,
Rounce, Fedro Sancho, Dr.aw Poker, Auction
Pitch, All Fours, a:na many other POI>Ular
games of cards.
No. 53.

HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A

wonderful little· hook, tellin.g you how to
write t,o your s.w eetheart. your father, mother, sister, brother. employer; and, in fact,
eve'rybody and anybody you wish to write
to.
No. M.

HO·W TO KEEP AND MANAGE

PETS.--Giving complete in.formation ns to I
the m.ann~r and method ef raising, keeping,
taming, breeding. and managing all -kinds
of pets; also giving full instructions for
making cages. etc.
Fully explained by
twenty-!'ight lllustrations.
No. 55. no,v TO COLLECT STAMPS
AND COINS.-Contailli.og valuable informstion r<'gai:ding the coliecti11g and arranging
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 56. JIOW TO BECOl\lE AN ENGINEER.-Conta-inlng fulJ instructions how
to become a locomotive engineer ; also direct!ons for building a model locomotive: together with a full descdption of everyth ing
an engineE>r should know.
For sale by all newsdealers. or will be sent t o

'FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

No. 60.

HAND BOOKS

JI0W TO BECOl\lE A PHOTOG-

RA.PIIEU.-Con.tnining usefal Information
regarding the Cllm era and how to work it;
also bow to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides nod other Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 62.
HOW TO BECOME A WEST
POINT MILITARY CADET.- Explains how

to gain admittan.ce, c ourse of Study, Examinations, Duties, St aff of Officers. Post Guard,
Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all
a boy should, know to be a cadet. By Lu
Senarens.
0

No. 63.

JIOW TO BECOME A NAVAL

CADET .....:.complete ins·tructioos of bow to
gain admission to the Annapolis Naval AcadelI!Y, Also contal11ing the course of instructlon, description of grounds an(] buildings, .
historical sketch, and everything a boy
should know to become an officer in the
United States Navy. By Lu Senarens.
No. G-t. JIOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL
l\lACHINES.-Cont.aloing tun clirectlons for
making electrical machines, induction coils,
dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked
by electricity_ By R. A.. R. Bennet. l!'ul'ly
illustrated.
No. 65. MULDOON'$ JOKES.-Tbe mos-t
original joke book ever published, a-n d it ls
brimful of wit and humor. It contains a
large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums,
etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, ~umorist, and practical joker of the day.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containiog over three hundred intere.stlng puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. A.
complete book. • Fully illustrated.
No. 67.
HOW T'O DO ELECTRICAL
TRICKS.-Cootaining a larg~ collection ot
instructive and highly amusing electrical
tricks. together with illustrations. By A.
Anderson.
• '
No.

68.

HOW

TO

DO

CHEMICAL

TRICKS.-Contalnlng over one hundred
highly amusing and in§tructive tricks with
chemicals. By A. Anderson. Handsomely
illustrated.
No.

69.

JIOW

TO

DO

SLEIGHT-OF- .

HAND.-Containing over fifty ot the latest
and uest tricks used by magicians. Also
c:ootainiog the secret ot second sight. Fully
illnstrated.

No. 73.

HOW TO DO TRICKS WITII

NUMBERS.-Showtug many curious tric:ks
with figures and the ma1oic of numbers. By
A. Anderson . Fully illustrated.
No. M.
HOW TO WRITE LETTERS
CORRECTLY.-Containing tun instructions
for writing letters on almost any subject;
also rules for punctuation and composition,
with specimen letters.
No. 75. HOW TO BECOME A CONJURER.

-Cootalning tricks with Dominoes, Diec
Cups and Balls,- Hats, et.c. - Embracing
tllirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson .
No. 76.

JIOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY

'XHE llAND.-Containing rules for telling
fortunes 1:>y the aid of Jines of the hand, or
the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of
telling future events by aid of moles, marks,
scars, etc. IHustrated.
.
No. 77.

1£0W T6 DO FORTY TRICKS

No. 78.

HOW TO DO THE BLACK ART.

WITJI CARI'>S.-Cantaining deceptive Card
1'dcks as performed by leading conjurers
and magicians. Arranged for home amusement, Fully illustrated.
,,

-Containing a complete description of the
mysteries of Magic and Sleight-of-band, together with many wonderful experiments.
By A. Anderson.
Illustrnted.
No. 79.

II-OW TO BECOlllE AN ACTOR.

-Contni...iing complete instructions :how to
make up for various characters on the stage;
together wita the duties of the S'tage Manager, Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property
Man .
.

No. 80. GUS WILLIAllfS' JOKE BOOK.-

Contain1ug the lat.est jokes, anecdotes and
funny stories of this world-renowned German come,Hao. Sixty-four pages; bandsom"
colored C<>ver, containing a half-tone photo
of the author.
No. 81. now TO 11[.1l:SMERIZE,-Conta.llling the most approved method of mesmerism; animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing . . By Pro!. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S. , author of "How to · Hypnotize," etc.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Con-

talning the mo.5t approved methods of reading the li:nes on tbe hand. together with a
full explanatien ot their meaning. Also explaining pbrenology, and the key of telling
characters by tile bumps on the bend. By
Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Fully illustrated.
No. 83.

JIOW TO JIYPNOTIZE.-Cootaln-

No. 70. no,v TO 111AKE MAGIC TOYS.ing valuable and instructive information reContaining full directions for making· Magic
garding tbe science of hypnetlsm. Also exToys and devices ot ID11ny kinds. Fully ilplaining the mest approved methods which
lustrated.
are employed by the leading hypoetists of
No. 71.
HOW TO DO ll[ECHANICAL
the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
TRICKS.-Contaioing complete illustrations
No. 8-i, JIOW TO BECOlllE AN Al'JTJIOR.
-Containing information regarding choice
tor performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
Fullv lllustrated.
of subjects, the use- of words and the manner of preps.ring and submitting manuNo. 72. HOW T,O DO SIXTY TRICKS
scripts. Also containing valnal)le informa·wrTII CARDS.-Embracing a.II of the latest
tion as to the neatness, le.,.il>ility and genand most deceptive card tricks, with illuseral composition of manuscripts.
trations .
any address on receipt of prlce, 10c. per copy, or 3 for Zic., in money or postage stamps, b y

168 West 23d St., N. Y.

